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GDGG has moderate
success with concert
Arrests

It's Homecoming!
Some Theta Chi brothers begin the week-long activity of
building a display which will—provided the weather allows—
bring Bowman Field to life for many who will visit the campus for
Homecoming weekend.

by Helen Pitts
assistant news editor
Eight arrests were made at Friday night's
concert held in Littlejohn Coliseum, but
there were no major disciplinary problems,
according to Thea McCrary, university investigator.
Of those arrested, four are University
students. Max Poole Small Jr. was arrested
for simple possession of marijuana. Peter
Matthew Danfy, Phyllis Jean Revel and
Richard Edward Gettys Jr. were arrested
for disorderly conduct.
Also arrested were Gerald Douglas
Hooper of Pendleton, Russell Singleton
Rogers of Anderson, James Wesley Foxx of
Seneca and Charles Rufus Hooper of
Cashiers, N.C. Gerald Hooper and Rogers
were arrested for simple possession of marijuana, Charles Hooper for simple possession of marijuana and the possession of
non-taxed liquor and Foxx for the possession of amphetamines and liquor by a
minor.,.
All were turned over to the jurisdiction of
the Pickens County Sheriff's Department
and released on bond. They are awaiting a
preliminary magistrate's hearing, according.
to a spokesman at the Sheriff's Department.
Of the four students arrested, Danfy,
Revel and Gettys were members of the peer
patrol, a volunteer group of students implemented by the Central Dance and Concert Committee (CDCC) to help keep the
audience orderly and remind those at the
concert of possible violations which could
See EIGHT — page 8

Sales
by Helen Pitts
assistant news editor
Approximately 3,000 people heard
Mother's Finest, the Dixie Dregs and
Vassar Clements in concert last Friday night
in Littlejohn Coliseum.
This marked the first concert held there
since December 1979, when the administration indefinitely banned concerts because of
crowd behavior at a previous concert. It
was also the first concert to be promoted
solely by the Central Dance and Concert
Committee (CDCC), a non-profit organization, rather than by a professional promoter, such as Beach Club Promotions.
Although CDCC had thought earlier that
4,500 tickets needed to be sold to break
even, Chairwoman Peggie Pollock said this
week that the financial loss was not nearly
as great as expected.
The $3,600 loss should not hinder plans
for future concerts since CDCC's -budget
could cover the deficit. "In fact," she said,
"we could have probably broken even with
selling only 3,800 tickets."
Pollock explained that the number of
tickets (needed to break even) had been
reduced because CDCC cut many costs and
had figured concert expenses higher than
necessary in case unexpected financial
burdens arose.
Pollock is "hesitant" about CDCC attempting another concert on its own. "If
we can make up our financial loss without
having to cut into our budget, however, we
might try another one," she said.
But CDCC is presently working with
See TICKET — page 8

Lovelace unveils legislative package to Senate
by Van Mattison
managing editor
At this week's Student Senate meeting,
Student Body President Oscar Lovelace
presented the executive branch's legislative
package for the fall semester. Many of the
proposals were what Lovelace called
"political promises."
One of these promises was to provide
more effective representation for black
students. In order to fulfill this promise,
Lovelace is proposing a reorganized
Minority Council, which he hopes will provide "an effective outlet for complaints
(from black students)."
In an interview with The Tiger, Lovelace
said that some of the major gripes which he
heard during his campaign came from black
students. These students complained of the
lack of black entertainment, unfair treatment during intramurals, and the unavailability of cosmetic items for blacks in local
stores.
Ten students
Lovelace's proposal calls for the Minority Council to be composed of 10 students
not in the racial majority. The proposal is
an expansion of the present Minority Council of six members. The council also is to

have a foreign student on it.
Lovelace hopes that these additional
members will help the Minority Council
better serve its purpose. Lovelace also plans
to move the Minority Council's office to a
vacant room in the Student Government
Offices so that other student leaders can
work better with the council.
Lovelace said that leaders of the Student
League for Black Identity, now named
PAMOJA, felt that the proposed change
would help the situation.
According to Lovelace, many of the proposals deal with "problems which came up
during the campaign. These (proposals) are
political promises put down in legislative
form."
Service proposals
Several of these promised proposals deal
with services on campus. The package
recommends a seconds line for Harcombe
Dining Hall and milk vending machines
around campus.
Covered bike racks, a dollar bill changer
for the library and a stamp machine for
East Campus are other ideas.
Another resolution calls for elimination
of the student depository service in order to
help the university meet the 7 percent state

personnel budget cut demand. Lovelace
pointed out that the resolution asks that the
check cashing service at the Bursar's Office
be continued and only the deposit service be
cut out.
General suggestions
Other general suggestions were made in
the package. A study abroad program is
recommended. A study of the lack of desks
for the left-handed is also requested.
The proposals call for lighting on parking
resolution signs. They also request that mirrors on the Financial Wizard banking
machine be removed.
An information desk for transfer students' use during registration is recommended in the package.
Another proposal calls for the Registrar's
Office to distribute student grade reports
within the guidelines of the Right to Privacy
Act. This summer,- the practice of leaving
the reports out was discontinued after it
was pointed out that that practice violated
the law.
The campus ambulance was the subject
of two resolutions. One calls for offcampus students to be charged a reduced
ambulance fee since they don't benefit from
the service. Also, one proposal calls for ad-

ditional emergency medical technicians to
be on duty during the weekend. A study is
recommended to determine ways to train
more technicians.
Election rules
Election rules are also up for changes.
One bill calls for the number of Election
Board members to increase from five to
seven.
Another proposed bill will eliminate election run-offs except when ties occur. It
states that only a plurality be required to
elect student government officials.
Rules concerning precinct apportionment
and campaign literature are also being revised.
Finance bills
Several bills dealing with finances are
among the proposals. One calls for a study
of campus organizations to determine their
status and purposes.
Joint Engineering Council is slated for
emergency funds if Lovelace's proposals
are accepted. A separate resolution calls for
Joint Engineering Council to be a nonfunded group in the future. This action is
being taken to correct a mistake made last
year during funding sessions.
See PROPOSALS — page 2
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Traffic committee suggests parking solutions
by Van Mattison
managing editor
Recent problems with parking around the
new automatic banking machines by Johnstone Hall have prompted the university
Traffic Committee to suggest several solutions.
According to Bill Pace, chairman of the
committee, a report is being sent to the
President's Cabinet which will recommend
that the 30-minute parking spaces on Fort
Hill Road be timed from 7 a.m. to 2 a.m.
seven days a week. Presently, the spaces are
timed from 7 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday.
Members of a subcommittee of the Traffic Committee felt that this recommendation would help alleviate some of the immediate problems around the banks. The
full committee passed the subcommittee's
proposal on to the administration.
"Immediately better"
Pace feels that the subcommittee's solution will make the situation "immediately
better." He explained that this solution will
stop the practice of people parking in the
30-minute spots for the entire weekend. The
weekends have been a particularly bad time
for congestion around the machines.
In addition to this recommendation, the
committee sent several ideas for long-term
solutions to the President's Cabinet and
campus planners. Pace pointed out that
these ideas are merely alternatives for the

administration to study and not recommendations.
Other ideas
The ideas sent to be studied include a
proposal which would convert several of
the 30-minute spaces into 5-minute spaces.
This idea would call for employment
recruiters to park somewhere other than
Fort Hill Road on Monday through Friday.
The second proposal calls for the paved
area in front of the Student Union to be
used for parking. Several members of the
Traffic Committee objected to this idea, including student member Cynthia Lynn.
(Two other students are on the committee;
however, they have just recently been appointed and have not yet attended a
meeting, according to Pace.)
Another suggestion which the committee
sent to be studied calls for more spaces to
be built along Fort Hill Road in front of
Johnstone Hall.
Making Fort Hill Road a one-way street
was another idea.
Committee composition
The Traffic Committee has 13 members,
including three undergraduate students,
one graduate student and three faculty
members. The rest of the committee is composed of staff members.
Pace explained that the purpose of the
committee is to study traffic problems and
complaints. After studying the problems,
the group proposes solutions for the President's Cabinet to consider.

Provost discusses academic policies
Provost David Maxwell is the featured
speaker at the fall meeting of the Clemson
chapter of the American Association of
University Professors (AAUP). The meeting will be held on Oct. 10 at 6:30 p.m. at
the Holiday Inn.
According to Dr. Jack McLaughlin, vice
president of the chapter, the dinner meeting
will give Clemson's AAUP members an opportunity to hear Maxwell discuss the new
office of the provost at the university.

AAUP President Arlene Duvall, professor of nursing, said that Maxwell's appearance before the association "will give a
broad cross-section of the Clemson faculty
a chance to question Dr. Maxwell about his
views on academic policies, present and
future."
The dinner meeting is open to all faculty
members whether or not they are AAUP
members, according to Duvall.

The recently installed bank tellers in front of B-Section, Johnstone
Hall, are a convenience in many ways but have also caused inconveniences to those trying to find parking places nearby. Traffic jams such as
these are a common sight.

... Proposals made
Continued from page 1
Another proposal recommends formation of a treasurer's staff to help organizations solve funding problems. Also, a change
is recommended which makes the student
body secretary a member of the Finance
Committee.
The return of unused emergency funds to
the Department of Services account is called
for in the proposals. Presently, at the end
of the fiscal year, such unused funds are put
in a general fund under the control of Dean
Walter Cox.
An audit of Department of Services

funds is recommended to help avoid problems which occurred this year.
Authors
The package was developed by members
of the Presidents' Cabinet. It was organized
by John Dupre, Executive Staff chairman.
Lovelace, in his preface to the proposals,
stated the purpose of recommendations.
"We have witnessed in years past an erosion of the faith students place in their
government, and it is up to us in student
government to reverse that deterioration.
This legislation initiative marks the beginning of a new and productive year for student government and for the students we
are elected to represent."

inside
• Obed Ariri (left) waits on the bench
for Coach Danny Ford to call the
famous "Obed" play. To read about
the offense's five other boring plays,
see Trailing the Tiger on page 21.
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• Charlotte Holt and V. J. Maury
(right) play in the Clemson Players'
presentation of Eugene O'Neill's comedy, "Ah, Wilderness!" See page 19
for a review of the production.
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Homecoming: fireworks and chicken wire
by Hugh Hunsucker
features editor
Homecoming week has arrived again with all its pomp
and ceremony, or maybe pomp and chicken wire. Featured
attractions for the week include the displays on Bowman
Field and in front of Johnstone, the football game, of
course, and Tigerama.
A pep rally will open the Tigerama festivities at 7 p.m.
today. Six skits will be performed on the theme "A Tribute
to Rogers and Hammerstein." Tigerama will also include
the crowning of this year's Homecoming Queen by last
year's beauty, Carol Chambers. It will conclude with a
30-minute fireworks display.
Dan Kelly of WFBC radio will emcee the event along
with Oscar Lovelace, president of the student body. Blue
Key and WSBF are once again the sponsors, with all profits
going to a Tigerama scholarship fund.
Nancy Blomgren, Tigerama chairwoman, said, "It (the
profits) doesn't go for the Homecoming displays. All the
money raised either goes to pay our costs, into the scholarship fund, or into an insurance fund, in case of rain."
Weather has always been kind to Tigerama. In 24 years,
it has never been rained on. ,
"We're expecting about 26,000 people this year," said
Blomgren. "You might want to mention that the fireworks
show will have a little surprise."
The skits that will be presented are as follows: "The
Sound of Tiger Rag" by Kappa Alpha Theta, "The King of
the ACC and I" by Sigma Nu, "Tigerhoma" by Kappa
Kappa Gamma, "Showboat" by Kappa Sigma, "ACC
Carousel" by Pi Beta Phi, and "Cinderfella" by Alpha Phi
Omega.
WSBF spent the past week working on technical aspects
of the skits, such as recording the dialogues and devising
the lighting. "It took us about one hour to record each
minute of skit time," said Douglas Welton, program director of WSBF. "In all, it involved about 30 to 40 hours in
the studio."
Homecoming displays are the other major non-sports attraction this week. With all the rain that came earlier this
week, the work on the displays didn't get started until
Wednesday afternoon in most cases. This, of course, means
the actual work done in putting the displays up in their particular locations. Planning and preliminary construction
have been going on for weeks or even months in some
cases.
The 15 displays include two carnival scenes, one jungle
theme, a Star Wars setting, war, wreck Tech, turkey stew, a
big-game hunting tiger, two train runs over gobbler ideas,
the tiger's smokehouse, two turkey now, chicken laters,
one domino theory, and one who wants a turkey for president.
Workers out on Bowman Field offered many comments
on their floats or just Homecoming in general. "It's going
to be awesome," said an engineer working on the Joint
Engineering Council's display. "We're mad at the cops for
there being so many of them around here," said a member
of Alpha Gamma Rho. "We're not going to win but we will
make a good showing," said another fraternity member.
Finally, Bill Spurgeon, president of Sigma Chi fraternity,
summed it all up, "We're not out here to win so much as to
have fun doing it."

Three members of the Kappa Alpha fraternity, Jeff Corbin, Alfred Shaw and Steve Cline,
practice their hammering skills sans nails as they
prepare a Homecoming display on Bowman Field.

The Pell (remember him?) construction company was the theme of this 1978 display by Sigma
Phi Epsilon.

Two years ago, just like this year, Virginia Tech
was the patsy that alumni gOt.to see stomped in
the annual Homecoming football game. Displays
like this one by the Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity
disparaged the opponent.
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campus bulletin
ANNOUNCEMENTS

CLASSIFIEDS

All interested folks are invited to attend a meeting for the formation of a new Appropriate Energy Organization — Wednesday, Oct. 8, at 7 p.m., room E145 of the Plant and Animal
Science Building.

Earn up to $500 per 1000 mailing circulars. For information
write Premiere Advertising Dept. 33, P.O. Box 101, Monroe,
Ohio 45050.

The history department and the English department will present a lecture by Lewis Bateman, executive editor of the North
Carolina University Press. Mr. Bateman will speak on '"How To
Get Published." The lecture will be on Friday, Oct. 10, at 4 p.m.
in room 200, Hardin Hall. All students, faculty and staff are invited.
The Oct. 15 meeting of the Clemson Rifle Team was incorrectly
announced. The meeting was held Oct. 1 and there will be no
meeting on the 15. Call Teddy Johnson at 7439 if still interested.
Win J20. Design a T-shirt for the Biochemistry Club. For contest rules, contact Sharon (654-5106), or see Dr. Dave Speckhard
(211 Jordan).
Dr. Joseph Hodge of the College of Pharmacy, Medical
University of South Carolina, will be in the Placement Center on
Oct. 16 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Those students interested in talking
with him should make an appointment at the Placement Center.
If you are concerned with overeating and being overweight, the
Counseling Center is offering a group that can help. An organizational meeting of the Weight Control Group will be held Oct. 22
at 3 p.m. Call 656-2451 for more information.
Want to meet a lot of new people? Go to Baptist Student Union
every Sunday and Wednesday nights at 7:15.

End money worries. Enjoy life! Amazing system requires no
investment. Guaranteed legal. For free details write S.A.S.E.
Concept, GOT Hampton Arms, Greenville, S.C. 29615.

Found: Green, nylon duffle bag on highway near Ingles in late
August. Contact Lost and Found at University Union and claim
by identifying contents.

Happy 21 Steve, Love, Pam.

Found: Two tennis rackets in employee parking lot behind
Benet. Call 656-8331 to identify.

Dar — 1 love you — ASF.
Happy Birthday, Debbie. Love, KFM.

Lost: Coors beer can "Hugger." Red with white letters —
misplaced sometime Friday jiight. Holds sentimental value.
Reward. Call Butch/David at 656-7728.

Hanggliding — The Clemson Aero Club has an ongoing course
leading to Hang 1 rating. For more information call Greg Pigg at
654-6927.

Happy Birthday Keith — VM.
Barbara, I'm still holding my breath... A fan of Harry Chapin.

Gamma Sigma Sigma will be selling hot dogs and donuts
Thursday and Friday nights beside Tillman Hall. So when you get
the munchies, remember to come by the girls' service sorority's
food booth!

Lost: Safe deposit box key with #85 stamped on it. Please call
656-2123 or 654-3334.

Overseas Jobs — Summer/year 'round in Europe, South
America, Australia, and Asia. All fields pay $500-J1200 monthly.
Expenses paid. Sightseeing. Free information. Write UC, Box
52-SC1, Corona Del Mar, CA 92625.

Lost: 14K Gold Add-a-Bead necklace, last Friday. If found,
please call 7831.

classified ad policy

Lost: On Saturday, gold rope bracelet in the parking lot/ramp
area next to Sanders Hall. $30 reward. Call 8809.

All classifieds must be printed or
typed and turned in to The Tiger office
(ninth floor above the Loggia) prior to 5
p.m. Tuesday during the week of
publication.
All classifieds must be prepaid. Rates
are as follows:
10<t per word with student ID. All
others 20<t per word.
Lost and Found notices and announcements from university organizations advertising non-profit activities are
free.
Sixty words is the maximum length for
an ad. Ads of 10 words or less cost $1 for
students, $2 otherwise.

Contact lens wearers. Save money on brand name hard and
soft lens supplies. Send for free illustrated catalog. Write Contact
Lens Supplies, Box 7453, Phoenix, Arizona 85011.
Addressers wanted immediately! Work at home — no experience necessary — excellent pay. Write National Service, 9041
Mansfield, Suite 2004, Shreveport, Louisiana 71118.
For sale: Porsche '69, 91 IE Targa, orange/black with chrome
trim. All extras, no A/C, and very fast. No rust, always garaged,
excellent condition. Appraised 2 years ago at $8500. Must sell,
best offer. Call 582-3549 in Spartanburg during the evenings.

RM1 Electric Piano for sale. Portable, versatile, great for top
40 rock band. Lists for over $1200. Asking $695, negotiable.
Call David at 656-7197.
For sale: 1975 Kawasaki 400. Great condition. Asking $750.
Call 6429 after 7 p.m.

Red ink's for virgins!

Lost: TI-30 calculator. Call Sharon at 654-5106.

Lost: Silver Timex watch. Call 656-6305.
PERSONALS
Beth, Happy 19th! We love you — Mama, Reen & Deb
Specklepecker. P.S. Are you a turtle?
Hey Boogie Woogie Bugle Boys — Let us blow you to drinks
this weekend — The Staggering Harlettes.
John, Happy Birthday! The Big 21 finally came. Go for it!
Your Roomie.

What's a Brewsuit? A unique drink holder. Call 882-6098.
There will be a Zoology Club meeting on Tuesday, Oct. 9, at
6:30 p.m. in room 216, Long. The speaker will be Dr. E. E. Ruppert.

Hey Floyd and Emory, "Richard Kent, yea!!"

Bunkin, Happy Birthday. 1 love you - Punkin.
If you at the last minute don't have a date for homecoming —
call 6331. Yes, George, that means you!
Sunshine — Are you tired of asking all these questions about
marriage? Me too! Well how about this big one. Will you marry
me? — Sunshine.

Rural Electrification Administration

Careers: Electric/Telephone Engineering
Excellent opportunities in Rural
Electrification and
Telecommunications for Electrical
Engineers and Electronic
Engineers.
Ask your Placement Officer for
pamphlets telling what the Rural
Electrification Administration
offers for a challenging career with
all advantages of the Federal Civil
Service.

Too

EE seniors sign up for a personal
Interview with the REA Recruiting
Representative who will be at your
Oct. 6.
Placement Office

Styling Salon of Clemson

STUDENT SPECIALS
Men's Haircut Reg »9.oo
Includes SHAMPOO AND BLOW DRYING

REA is an Equal Opportunity
Employer

Women's Haircut

*jvQ

$

8°° to Ml00

Reg. $10.00 to $13.00

Prices Good Mon., Tues., Wed. Only!
IN THE CALHOUN CORNERS BUILDING CLEMSON

654-2599

dfll^ WELCOME
^ifF BACK, ALUMNI!
Chanelo's wants everyone to have a great
homecoming. For pizza, spaghetti, and sandwiches,
call

FAST, FREE DELIVERY

654-6990

THE

HUNGRY NUMBER
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Miss Homecoming will
be crowned at Tigerama
by David Baxley
staff writer
Miss Homecoming 1980 will be crowned
tonight by the reigning Miss Homecoming,
Carol Chambers, during the Tigerama
festivities.
The field of 49 contestants was narrowed
down to 10 finalists last Monday night at
the Homecoming Pageant in Littlejohn
Coliseum. According to Homecoming
Chairwoman Melissa Pryor, the contestants
were judged in three major categories.
The first category involved personal interviews on Sunday night. During the personal interviews, the contestants were
judged on personality and poise.
Another category that was considered in
the selection of the finalists was sportswear.
Included in this category were judgings on
overall sportswear appearance and the contestant's stage appearance.
Evening wear competition was the final
major category. Overall appearance and
stage poise were considered.
Judges for the pageant were Anderson
Councilwoman Bee Thompson, Mrs.
Mickey Andrews, and Mrs. Tom Lynch.
Entertainment for the evening was provided
by singer Bobby Daye.
The selection of Miss Homecoming is
done by the student body through a majority vote of the final contestants.
Photographs of the 10 finalists are posted at
all voting locations on campus, where they
can be observed by the voters prior to
casting their ballot.
According to Pryor, "This was the
largest group of contestants we have ever
had. I hope even more students wiii get in-

volved and next year will be even larger."
Commenting on student response to the
pageant, Pryor remarked, "There was good
student body support. I was very pleased."
The 10 finalists are:
— Becky Dalton, sponsored by Sigma
Alpha Epsilon. Dalton is a junior, majoring
in financial management, from Asheville.
— Kelly Evans, sponsored by Manning
Hall. Evans is a sophomore, majoring in
administrative management, from Anderson.
— Beverly Glenn, sponsored by Kappa
Kappa Gamma. Glenn is a sophomore, majoring in mathematical sciences, from
Greenville.
— Debbie Hughes, sponsored by Geer
Hall. Hughes is a senior, majoring in
economic zoology, from Florence.
— Shari Jamieson, sponsored by Beta
Theta Pi. Jamieson is a sophomore, majoring in elementary education, from
Pendleton.
— Patti Jaynes, sponsored by Kappa
Delta. Jaynes is a junior, majoring in financial management, from Greenville.
— Susan Shively, sponsored by Taps.
Shively is a junior, majoring in sociology,
from Florence.
— Lucile Studley, sponsored by B-5
Johnstone Hall. Studley is a sophomore,
majoring in administrative management,
from Aiken.
— Lindy Tolbert, sponsored by Kappa
Alpha Psi. Tolbert is a junior, majoring in
civil engineering, from Brunswick, Maine.
— Robin Wicker, sponsored by Gamma
Sigma Sigma. Wicker is a senior, majoring
in sociology, from Newberry.

Kellogg Foundations9
programs for 1981 announced
The W.K. Kellogg Foundation has announced its 1981 fellowship program. Interested persons should contact Dr. Jerome
V. Reel in 209 Sikes Hall before Oct. 15.
Individuals selected as fellows will carry
out non-degree, interdisciplinary, selfdirected activities to expand their personal
horizons beyond the confines of their

chosen professions. While maintaining their
present employment, the fellows are to pursue the study component.
Applicants must hold academic, practitioner or administrative appointments on
the staff of a land-grant college or university and must be 40 years of age or younger
as of July 1, 1981.

The 10 semi-finalists for the Homecoming crown were
chosen Monday night at Littlejohn coliseum. Those on first row,
from left to right, are Becky Dalton, Kelly Evans, and Shan
jamieson Those on the second row, from left to right, are Patti
Jaynes Susan Shively, Debbie Hughes, and Lucile studley. on the
last row, from left to right, are Robin wicker, Lindy Tolbert, and
Beverly Glenn.

Applications for Rhodes
Scholarships are available
Applications for Rhodes Scholarships,
tenable at Oxford University, are now
available. Information and applications are
available from Dr. Jerome V. Reel in the
Office of the Assistant to the Provost, 209
Sikes Hall.
Applications should be made to the
secretary of the appropriate department as
soon as possible. The applications should
be sent no later than Oct. 31.
To be eligible for a scholarship, the appli-

SKI COLORADO

cant must:
• Be a citizen of the United States and be
unmarried
• Have passed the 18th birthday but not
the 24th birthday by Oct. 1 of the year of
application
• Have achieved academic standing sufficiently advanced to assure completion of
a bachelor's degree before October
1981.

JAN. 15-19

Thursday Night to Monday Night

SKI COLORADC
M99 Per Person

Includes: .Airfare Atlanta-Denver, Ground Trans., Condo for 4 Nights

SKI: 1st Day WINTER PARK, 2nd Day BRECKENRIDGE,
3rd Day COPPER MT., 4th Day VAIL

uys

SMALL

FAMILY HAIRCUTTERS

FREE SUNDAES!
Every night is Sundae at the Filling
Station. Get a Free Sundae with
every sandwich, Oct. 5-11 after 5 p.m.

(Shampoo/Cut/Blow Dry)

20% off all deliveries
Oct. 3-11

Good 9 a.m. - 12 noon
Monday thru Friday
offer ends Oct. 9

No appointments taken — just walk in
Clemson

654-6125

654-5660

ANY FULL SERVICE CUT

Highway 123

TRAVEL

THE
FILLING STATION^
Located behind 1st Nat'l Bank, on Earle St.

25% OFF

Rogers Plaza

WORI
n
Wj

654-1902

Where the
Tigers
Fill Up!

Open 7 days a week
Delivery service after 5 p.m.
Wednesday through Sunday
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'Kidnap Social9 raises money
The Pi Beta Phi sorority held a "kidnap
social" on Sept. 18 to raise money for the
Clemson area Meals on Wheels program.
Meals on Wheels, a program which supplies
the elderly and shut-ins with hot meals, is
locally supported and staffed by volunteers.
The sisters of Pi Beta Phi "kidnapped"
representatives of participating fraternities,
sororities and campus organizations. The
"kidnapped" people were taken to the
Bookstore where their organization had to
pay a $15 "ransom" for their return. Pi
Beta Phi collected $475 from the ransoms
and from donations taken at the door.

The fraternities participating were Alpha
Tau Omega, Alpha Gamma Rho, Beta
Theta Pi, Kappa Sigma, Phi Delta Theta,
Phi Gamma Delta, Pi Kappa Alpha, Sigma
Alpha Epsilon, Sigma Phi Epsilon, Sigma
Nu, Sigma Chi, and Theta Chi.
All seven sororities participated in the
"kidnap social." They are Alpha Delta Pi,
Chi Omega, Delta Delta Delta, Gamma
Gamma Sigma, Kappa Alpha Theta, Kappa
Kappa Gamma, and Kappa Delta.
The Rally Cats and the varsity
cheerleaders were the campus organizations
that participated.

Film series examines
aging in the U.S.
The sociology department and the
university's Fine Arts Committee will sponsor a film festival on Oct. 7, 8 and 9. The
films explore the problems of aging in the
United States and will be shown in Daniel
Auditorium.
The first film, "No One Ever Died of Old
Age," will be presented at 3:30 p.m. on
Tuesday, Oct. 7.

The second film is a documentary on
retirement communities by Cinda
Firestone. Entitled "Retirement," it will be
shown at 7:30 p.m. on Wednesday, Oct. 8.
The final film, "South Beach," deals
with an elderly activist group. It is scheduled to be presented at 3:30 p.m. on Thursday, Oct. 9.

University Square — 302 Seneca Rd., Clemson, S.C.

WHAT A DEAL!
We will be open
Friday, Oct. 3, 'til 11:00 p.m.
Stop in after TIGERAMA
for
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SOURDOUGH'S T-SHIRTS
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Greenville man
drowns in lake

Affirmitive Action programs consolidated
All of the university's affirmative action
programs have recently been consolidated
into an Office for Affirmative Action.
Frank Mauldin, a former employment
manager in personnel administration, has
been chosen as the affirmative action officer.
The office will report to President Bill L.
Atchley via Administrator Joseph
McDevitt, executive officer in the President's Office.
Melonie Willingham will serve with
Mauldin as the assistant affirmative action
officer. Willingham has been the faculty affirmative specialist. Mary Mungall will also
be associated with the office as the equal
employment opportunity representative.
The consolidation is the result of Atchley's study of how to best manage the
university's affirmative action programs.
Atchley stated last spring that he planned to
reevaluate the position following the retirement of Col. E.N. Tyndall, who'had been
the affirmative action officer.
"Bringing together key people with affirmative action responsibilities simplifies
operations and makes the staff and the services of the office more accessible to the entire university," Atchley explained.
Office's responsibilities
Atchley stated that the new office will act
as a liaison between the President's Office
and the rest of the university. The responsibility for the success of the affirmative action programs, according to Atchley, rests
with each vice president, dean, director,

department head and supervisor.
The office will be responsible for reviewing and monitoring affirmative action programs. According to McDevitt, the office
will also take a leadership role in proposing
new programs and services to help departments reach their affirmative action goals.
The major concerns of the office will be
in the areas of recruiting and retaining
faculty, staff and students and budgetary
and fiscal aspects of affirmative action programs. In addition, the office will coordinate reporting to federal agencies and
compliance with federal regulations.
Another important role of the office will
be to provide confidential assistance and
mediation of grievances for faculty, staff
and students arising from possible
discrimination. Some of the types of
grievances the office may be called upon to
handle are those based on race, national

origin, religion, sex, handicap, age, or
discrimination against Vietnam War
veterans or disabled veterans.
New programs
Several ideas for new programs are in the
works, according to Mauldin. One such
program under construction is aimed at
solving potential grievances when communication is actually the problem.
However, Mauldin and McDevitt stress
that the program will not usurp the normal
lines of communication between employee
and supervisor or student and instructor.
"Our role will be to help keep lines of communication open and working through an
attitude of cooperation," Mauldin explained.
According to Mauldin, the duties of an
affirmative action officer are defined by
law and do not vary from institution to institution.

CLEMSON
Interfraternity
Council

in association
with

by Kirk C. Taylor
staff writer
A drowning incident claimed the life of
Ralph Hill, a 46-year-old Greenville native,
on Thursday, Sept. 25, near the Highway
133 boat landing.
According to Stuart Bell, Pickens County
coroner, "There were three men attempting to launch a boat. They pulled it back in
when they discovered that they had forgotten to put in the plug.
"The second time, the only one in the
boat was Hill. He started the motor, which
was not locked down. The motor flipped into the boat, causing it to capsize. Although
the boat was only about 30 feet from the
shore, Hill did not make it to shore because
he could not swim."
"The Clemson University rescue volunteers responded to the call," according to
Chief J.C. Brummitt.
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Festival
Sunday

Featuring:
The Embers

Oct.l9th

"ILove Beach Music"

Chairmen of the Board
"On the Beach"

The Fantastic Shakers
"Myrtle Beach Days"

CLEMSON
TIGERS

The Spontanes

special appearance by
Bradford and Bell

or

CAROLINA
GAMECOCKS
500 sheets
of 2-ply tissue
s
2/roll, s20/11 rolls

Please add $2 postage
for orders of 11 rolls
or less

TIGER TISSUE
P.O. Box 1332
Clemson, SC 29631

1:00 P.M. Rain or Shine — "Y" Beach
Old Seneca Hwy. (on Lake Hartwell)
Refreshments will be sold/18" cooler
maximum — no glass containers.

ACT NOW — TICKETS ARE LIMITED
L—I Please rush me.
1 am enclosing $_

_ tickets at $7.50 each ($9.00 at gate)
_. Money order or cashiers check please.

Name __
Address
CityMail to:

Beach Music Festival
P.O. Box 1604
Clemson, S.C. 29631
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. . . eight arrested
at concert
Continued from page 1
result in arrest. The peer patrol is not
authorized to make arrests, only to assist in
security and crowd behavior. The patrol
consists of 26 students.
Despite the arrests of the peer patrol
members, McCrary praised the group's efforts as a whole. "They did an outstanding
job helping with security. The peer patrol
program cannot be judged by the mistakes
of a few . . ,. It's unusual if any sizable
group does not have problems with one or
two members."
McCrary said that no one was hurt at the
concert, and this is an indication that the
concert went smoothly. She pointed out
that the arrests made were only minor and
that the peer patrol should not be criticized
as a whole.
According to CDCC Chairwoman Peggie

Pollock, peer patrol director Paul Schmidt
had discharged one of the patrol members
of his duties prior to his arrest. Pollock also
said that the other two are no longer
members of the peer patrol.
She did say that the patrol "for the most
part did its job well."
Pollock was disappointed, however, in
the audience's reaction to the peer patrol.
She cited as an example the fact that every
person arrested had a card that had been
distributed by the peer patrol in his pocket.
These cards were given out as reminders or
warnings to the concert-goers that illegal action could result in arrests.
"We were just trying to make everybody
aware that law enforcement officials would
be there," said Pollock. "I'm just sorry
that not everybody took heed of the warning printed on the cards. We were trying to
help."

. . . ticket sales fall short
Continued from page 1
Beach Club Promotions on the next concert. The Charlie Daniels Band is tentatively
scheduled for Oct. 25 at the coliseum.
"We're just waiting for Beach Club to
get back in touch with us," said Pollock.
"We can only do so much until we hear
from them."
But Pollock emphasized that student support is necessary for concerts to be successful. "I was very disappointed with stu-

dent support at this last concert," said
Pollock. "We must have this support if we
are to offer lower ticket prices. Yotrcan't
beat $5.50 for hearing three bands," she
continued.
Although Pollock was disappointed with
student support, she was pleased with the
crowd behavior at Friday night's concert.
She feels that the disciplinary problems
were very minor, as compared to those at
the Kansas concert last year, which prompted the administration's ban.

The Mary Stokes Shop
University Square Mall, Clemson
Main Street, Pickens

Just clowning around
Gamma Sigma Sigma sister Linda Shaffer clowns around with
Whitten Village residents Jamey Fountain and Donnie cordell at a
picnic last Saturday. The members of the service sorority also accompanied their guests to the Clemson-western Carolina game.

This is

TEXTILE WEEK

SPECIALIZING IN

South Carolina's Textile Industry
and
205,358 employees produce

Quality & Personal Service
FEATURING

Junior & Misses Fashions

FALL SPECIALS

*
*
*
*

1/5 of the nation's synthetic fibers
1/4 of all U.S. fabrics
nearly 1/2 of all printed & dyed goods
and a major portion of all U.S. apparel

"PERSONAL" Corduroy Blazers
Green, Blue, Camel, Off-White, Wine

Reg. Price — $65.00

Sale Price — s38.00

Clemson textile graduates are at
the helm of this growing industry ..

WE NOW FEATURE "BILL BLASS" JEANS

"AILEEN" Velour
Spruce Green & Teal Blue
Reg. Price Sale Price
Long Sleeve Tops
$30-34
$23.00
Short Sleeve Tops
$24.00
$18.00
Skirts
$28.00
$20.00
Pants
$30.00
$20.00
BANK CARDS WELCOME

MORE
ARE
NEEDED!
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Agricultural programs will be discussed

Dr. George von Tungeln will speak on
the subject of current and projected international programs for the College of
Agricultural Sciences at a seminar sponsored by the agronomy and soils department on Oct. 6 at 3:45 p.m. in A-203, Plant
and Animal Science Building. Von Tungeln
is the coordinator of Special Programs and
is assistant to the dean of the College of
Agricultural Sciences for International Programs.

employment opportunities in the field of
pest control.
Mac Boger will deliver the speech. Boger
is the owner/operator of Efird's, a pest
control company based in Greenville.
Admission is free and the public is invited.

Atchley to dine
with students

Pest control
careers discussed

any student who wishes to talk to him to
come to the meetings. Student leaders will
also be invited.
Atchley's breakfast meetings began
yesterday in Harcombe and will continue
each week except for those interrupted by
holidays and exams. Each visit will begin at
7 a.m. A schedule of future breakfasts is
listed below:
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

In order to meet students and gain insight
into their problems, President Bill L. Atchley will eat breakfast in the student dining
halls on Thursday mornings throughout the
The entomology, fisheries, and wildlife semester. According to Atchley, meeting
department will sponsor a speech on Oct. 6 and talking with students is the most
at 4 p.m. in room 101, Kinard Hall on rewarding part of his day, and he invites

Leadership workshops
offered for groups
by William Pepper
news editor
The Office of Student Life and the
Counseling Center have recently begun providing leadership and group management
workshops to members of student organizations.
Associate Dean of Student Life Joy
Smith and Lucy Reddick, a staff member at
the Counseling Center, presented the first
program for the Student Body President's
Cabinet in late August. The program included exercises designed to increase skills
in problem-solving, consensus-seeking and
shared leadership.
Teresa Paschal, an assistant dean of student life, has also conducted programs to
help improve scholarship for several
sororities. Paschal is seeking to develop
programs on time-management and budgeting for student organizations.
The most recent "management conference" coordinated by Smith and Red-

dick was for Sigma Phi Epsilon, a campus
fraternity. This conference, held on Sept.
21, emphasized open communications,
group motivation and goal setting.
"Our goal is to develop a collection of
programs which can be altered to fit the
needs of specific groups. Although weekend retreats and day-long workshops will be
included in our collection, we can develop
one- or two-hour programs which can be
brought to the club at its regular meeting
time," Smith explained.
"We have the resources and the desire to
offer organizations and their leaders opportunities to enhance their skills and improve
group processes. Our first efforts have been
extremely successful, but there is much
more we would like to do," Smith continued.
Smith stated that"any groups interested in
taking advantage of the services should
contact the Office of Student Life or the
Counseling Center for more information.

SONNY BURGER

"Home Of The Original Sonnyburger"

Hamburger Steak Plate on Special This Week
Hamburger, French fries, cole slaw, and tea
$

2.75

Tea and Coffee Refills no extra charge on all plates
Don't Forget to Visit Our Pool and Game Room

Highway 93

9
16
23
30
6
13
20

Schilletter
Harcombe
Schilletter
Harcombe
Schilletter
Harcombe
Schilletter

Book publishing
discussion slated
The history department will present a lecture on the topic "How To Get Published"
on Oct. 10 at 4 p.m. in room 200 Hardin
Hall.
The speaker is Lewis Bateman, executive
editor of the University of North Carolina
Press.
There is no charge for admission, and all
faculty, staff and students are welcome to
attend.
From staff reports by Cindy Powell, staff
writer, and William Pepper, news editor.

Society hosts conference
The Clemson chapter of Sigma Theta
Tau will host on Oct. 10, the first
southeastern regional conference held by
the national nursing honor society.
Sixty nurses are expected to attend from
Region Seven. This region takes in North
and South Carolina, Georgia, Florida and
Puerto Rico.
The conference is designed, according to
its planners, to assist members in generating
enthusiasm and creativeness for nursing
leadership within their chapters. Small
group sessions will focus on methods to
generate enthusiasm.
Sylvia Sultenfuss is the conference leader
and will deliver the keynote address. The
topic of the address will be "Creative
Leadership in Nursing." Sultenfuss has
been active in Sigma Theta Tau since 1971
in all levels of leadership positions. She is
presently in private practice as a psychiatric

mental health nurse in Atlanta.
The honor society was founded in 1922 at
Indiana University. Nurses who meet the
criteria are inducted into Sigma Theta Tau
as students, practicing nurses, community
leaders or educators. Nationwide membership is over 48,000. Approximately three
percent of all registered nurses are members
of the society.
The local chapter received its national
charter in April 1978. Prior to that time,
there had been a local honor society at
Clemson. The Gamma Mu chapter currently has 163 members.
South Carolina has three chapters of
Sigma Theta Tau. In addition to the one at
Clemson, there are chapters at the Medical
University of South Carolina in Charleston
and the University of South Carolina at
Columbia.
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Musical
Instruments

THE AERO CLUB IS NOW OFFERING SOARING AND
HANG GLIDING IN OUR EXPANDED PROGRAM. WE ARE
ALSO LOOKING FOR MEMBERS FOR THE CLEMSON
FLIGHT TEAM. FULL DETAILS ARE AVAILABLE AT
THE MEETING.

and
Accessories
Guitar Lessons
206 College Ave.

654-4627
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Inflation: students feel the effect too
by Priscilla Bunion
staff writer
Along with an increase in student fees,
students have found that inflation is affecting all phases of campus life, such as laundry service and canteen goods.
For the fall 1980 semester, student fees
per semester for in-state students increased
by $113 from the 1980 spring semester. For
out-of-state students, the increase was $200
per semester. President Bill Atchley attributed the need for these price increases to
mandatory pay raises for employees. The
General Assembly mandates pay raises for
employees, but the state does not completely
provide funds to cover the pay raises.
In laundry services, the cost of using a
washing machine in Dillard has increased
by 10 cents over the past three years, from
35 cents in 1977 to 45 cents in 1980. The
cost of dry cleaning clothes and linen rental
has also risen in the past three years. In
1977, the price for the basic linen rental
plan one, which includes one fitted sheet,
one flat sheet, one pillowcase and three
bath towels, was $31; now the price is $36.
The cost of dry cleaning a pair of pants has
risen 20 cents, from $1 in 1977 to $1.20 in

1980.
Tom Rhymes, director of laundry services, said the reason for these price increases is the rising cost of labor and supplies. The cost of labor has increased
because of the mandatory state pay increases. Although the laundry is stateowned, it is self-supporting and receives no
money from the state.
The canteen is also self-supporting.
One of the price increases at the canteen
was for canned drinks. In 1977, these drinks
were 30 cents; now they are 40 cents. According to Clarence Lomas, canteen supervisor, canned drinks rose in price three
times last year, while the canteen price remained 35 cents. The price was finally increased to 40 cents this semester in the canteen.
Lomas said that everything costs the canteen more. He said that shirts went up 75
cents this fall, while the canteen price increased by only 50 cents. The canteen price
of shirts will rise soon so the canteen won't
lose money.
The University Union has not raised the
price of bowling and pool. However,
movies at the YMCA have increased in
price from 75 cents in 1977 to $1 in 1980.

Item

Fall '77 Fall '80

Canned Drinks (Canteen)
Iced Tea (Canteen)
Cigarettes
Campus movies (YMCA)
Pool per hour (Student Union)

30<p
35<p
55<p
75<p
1.20

40<p
45<p
65<D
1.00
1.20

P and A milkshake

60<p

75c

Washing machines (Dillard
Building)
Pants, drycleaned

35c
1.00

45c
1.20

The above table illustrates the effects of inflation on selected items
on campus, in the past few years, inflation has caused the price of almost
every good on campus to increase.

Forensic Union looks forward to a busy year
by Cindy Powell
staff writer
The Clemson Forensic Union is again
planning an active year of on-campus programs and competitive debates. "We intend
to continue the programs we've had in
previous years," stated Dr. Bernard Duffy,
director and debate coach of the Forensic
Union.
The Forensic Union, along with the
Calhoun Forensic Society, sponsors several
on-campus competitions annually.
Competition
The Intramural Debate Tournament is
scheduled for Monday, Oct. 15. It will
feature debates between teams of Clemson
students.
The Trustees' Medal Competition is the

oldest competition on campus and is
designed to identify the best speaker at
Clemson. The finalists receive plaques, and
the winner is notified by the president. The
Trustees' Medal Competition will be Monday, Nov. 19, at 7 p.m.
Speech Night is planned for next spring.
This activity is similar to the Trustees'
Medal Competition, except that competitors are drawn mainly from the public
speaking classes. Participation in a public
speaking class is not a prerequisite for this
competition, however.
Other activities
"Beyond the competition, we also plan
individual performances in dramatic
readings and poetry by our competitors,"
said Duffy. "We also hope to have another
international team over from England, but

TIGER DEN jjfe
123 BYPASS, CLEMSON
Free draft for the ladies every Thursday
from 1-6 p.m. or through 3 barrels of beer

— Cable TV showing football and basketball
games
— Busch beer 12 oz. cans 5(K
— Juke box featuring beach music and all the
latest hits — 5 plays for 25 C
We are open Saturdays with cold beer
and Tiger football on the radio.

PITCHER OF BUD PITCHER OF BUD
8

$

1.00

1.50

with this coupon

with this coupon

1-6 Mon.-Wed.

after 6 Mon.-Wed.
Prices subject to change

that hasn't been decided yet." Last year the
Forensic Union hosted a team from Ireland
and a team from England.
"Intercollegiately, I expect that the
debate club will go to about eight tournaments this year," Duffy said. The
10-member team will attend tournaments at
Wake Forest, Mercer, Appalachian State,
East Tennessee State University, Wingate
College and the Citadel, as well as others.
The debate topic this year for all competition, on-campus and collegiate, is
"Resolved: That the United States should
significantly increase its foreign military
commitments."
The individual events club also plans to
go to seven or eight tournaments. Its first
tournament is Oct. 11 at the University of

North Carolina, where, last year, it took
first place in reader's theater, beating out
stiff competition.
Forecast

"I feel hopeful about our chances this
year. I have been able to recruit some
outstanding speakers," Duffy stated.
"Also, our accomplishments last year are
such that they ought to increase the
measure of success this year."
The Forensic Union did well in competition last year. Three team members
qualified for the national individual events
finals, and three other members took first
place at the National Student Congress in
Denver. "We dominated the National Student Congress as we have traditionally over
the years," Duffy said.

University Squore — 302 5eneco Rd.. Clemson. 5.C.

DELIVERY EXPRESS
NEW DELIVERY HOURS:
5-10 P.M. 7 DAYS A WEEK
11 A.M. - 3 P.M. SUNDAY
FAST, FREE DELIVERY-ON AND OFF CAMPUS
"OUR PROMISE"
iF YOU DON'T RECEIVE YOUR ORDER
IN 45 MINUTES OR LESS, THE DRINKS
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Be a Superhero with Money Express, First
National's new 24-hour banking machines.
When everyone runs out of cash, you can
save the day — or night. You'll be unstoppable on Saturday night. Or Sunday afternoon.
Because with Money Express, not only
can you bank anytime, you can bank in seconds. In fact, with a little practice, you'll be
amazed how fast your fingers can fly over
the buttons of our very handy machines.
With Money Express right on the
Clemson campus, the bank will always be
where you need it. Or, in a single bound,
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express yourself at our new branch on the
123 Bypass.
Of course, for financially astute individuals, Money Express offers more than
easy access to your checking account. You
can make deposits, withdrawals, transfers,
make payments, get cash advances and
get your up-to-the-minute balance on all
your checking, savings and other accounts.
But even if all you're interested in is
just how quickly you can pull another ten
out of your account, Money Express is the
fastest track to your money. Why not sign

11

up for Money Express? Just visit the First
National branch
at 200 College
Avenue or
123 Bypass
West. Open
a checking
account and
EXPRESS YOURSELF.
you 'II be ready
ITS EASY,
to Express yourself. It's, easy.

First National Bank

MONEY EXPRESS LOCATIONS IN CLEMSON: Clemson Uni versify - Johnstone Hall, B-Section Underpass; 123 Bypass Wesf Branch

Member FD/C
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Big brother?
The future of concerts in Littlejohn Coliseum has been preserved,
at least for awhile, by the success
of last Friday's Central Dance and
Concert Committee presentation.
The CDCC's independent presentation was a "test concert,"
necessitated by Dean Cox's rash
ban of concerts in Littlejohn last
December.
CDCC members worked hard
and took special pains to make
sure that the concert would run
smoothly and that crowd behavior
would not jeopardize the possibility of future concerts. But still,
almost a year after the fact, it
seems ludicrous that a ban on
concerts was ever imposed.
The small number of arrests at
Friday's concert does not vary
much percentage wise from the
Kansas concert last year that started the whole mess.' The heightened

security and "peer patrol" do not
appear to have made any significant difference. (Ironically three
of the eight arrested Friday night
were peer patrol members.)
The whole peer patrol system is
oppressively authoritarian and
brings to mind images of George
Orwell's "1984": "Big Brother is
watching you!"
College students are supposedly
intelligent, responsible adults.
They shouldn't need a fellow student nagging them to obey the
rules. And those who are inclined
to break the law know that they
are without being told.
CDCC has insured future concerts. Hopefully, the administration will realize that they are
capable of presenting one without
such inane restrictions as a "peer
patrol."

T&t&s 'go
'You can't arrest us for disorderly
conduet-weWe keeping people orderly.9

Promises to keep
This week Student Body President Oscar Lovelace made his
legislative proposals to the Student
Senate. Most of the proposals are
commendable suggestions which
should be a good start of the year
for student government.
Lovelace's attempts to keep his
"political promises" are especially
commendable in an era when leaders will say anything to get elected
and then forget their promises immediately.
The proposals are also good because they seek to broaden services which are provided to students, such as a study abroad program and a stamp machine for
East Campus.
Some of the proposals are "self-

regulation" of student government; however, many of the proposals reach out to serve the
students in general.
Although the proposals cover a
variety of topics, Lovelace still
needs to take stands on issues
such as parking and security,
which are important to students.
The need to curb overcrowding
of facilities and the desire for a
performing arts center are two
other student concerns which were
not included. Also, revisions of
dorm rules are noticeable absences
from the proposals.
Lovelace's proposals are a good
start, but more can be done and
hopefully will be.
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footnotes
"I would have fit in real well until I became 20 and turned straight." —
Joy Smith, associate dean of student life, referring to the media personnel that
she works with.
"This is Dan Kelley reminding you that it's exciting Clemson Tiger football again this Saturday." — Sportscaster Dan Kelley of WFBC promoting his
pre-game show.
"I guess we could write 10 to the negative 18 as nano-nano." — John A.
Gilreath, associate professor of physics, punning on metric prefixes.
"He stayed up all night for that one." — Unidentified student, commenting on Gilreath's pun.
"When you want to go to the bathroom, you have to put your hand up
with a one or a two." — Jerry Coughter, CDCC publicity chairman, referring
to the 7-1 student to security officer ratio at last Friday's concert.
"I wiggle and move back and forth." — Jane Lybrand, body language
expert, speaking at the Speakers' Bureau presentation last week.
"Alright, who's smoking the joint?"— Rick Vaughn, a student attending
the Miss Homecoming Pageant, commenting on the hapless spotlight operator
at the event.

letters policy
The Tiger welcomes letters from its
readers on all subjects. Letters should be
typed double-spaced on a 65-character line.
Letters should be limited to 200 words in
length. Tuesday at 6 p.m. prior to the Friday issue is the deadline for all letters
Each author of a letter must sign the letter and include his address and phone
number.
The editors reserve the right to edit letters
for style and space. Also, letters which are

in poor taste or potentially libelous will be
withheld if a majority of the editorial board
deems it appropriate.
All letters become property of The Tiger
and cannot be returned. A file of letters is
maintained should questions arise.
Please send letters to The Tiger, Box 2097
University Station, Clemson, S.C. 29632,
or bring them by the offices at room 906 of
the Student Union.
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letters to the editor

commentary

Recognize student-athletes
I'd like to respond to the letter in last week's Tiger
om Mike Tannenbaum of the zoology department
oncerning the professionalism of our tennis program here
Clemson.
First, let me say thanks for the recognition. I really
idn't think that many people noticed the 6:30 workouts
id the tough training program that our players go through.
,'s all true, and I'm so proud of my guys and the hard
ork that they have done to achieve their high level of naional prominence. It's great to me as a coach when I see
Clemson having more AU-Americans in tennis (3) than any
rther school in the U.S.
I'll bet many people don't know that the cumulative
jade point average for the tennis team over the past four
rears is 2.89; not bad for players who are training to be
iros! I'll bet also that few people know that the athletic stuent body at Clemson (over 500 fine men and women) have
higher graduation percentage than the regular student
ody.
Also, one needs to realize that the people we have on
ur tennis team are individuals who dedicate themselves to
xcellence in two areas of their lives (academics and
hletics), whereas the normal student usually strives for eficiency in the classroom. My guys are self disciplined
lough to do both, and how very proud of them I am for
ieir perseverance and fortitude. They really are incredible
hen I stop to think about it.
We do train very hard, and most of my team members
o want badly to be pro players. They come to Clemson
ecause they recognize it as a program that helps them in
riving for their goals, whatever they may be, in both
hletics and academics. They believe whole-heartedly in
laximizing their abilities in whatever they try. I think
ey're great. Why be mediocre when you can strive for the
p, whether it's in one or five different areas of your life.
Well, the only thing else that I can say is that people
round here better be doggone proud of what Clemson
thieved in its entire athletic program last year. They better
ot take it for granted because it's incredible when you
ink about a little school in a little town in the state of
Duth Carolina finishing eight of its sports in the top 15 of
ie U.S. and ranking number 3 overall. Wow! We should be
uite grateful to an incredible athletic administration and
ie great coaches we have in all of the sports. We should all
e so very proud of Clemson and what it stands for. Many
anks to our great and dedicated STUDENT-ATHLETES.
Chuck Kriese
Tennis Coach

Ticket solution
I've been reading complaints from everyone about how
football tickets are not available. I've got a simple and
reasonable suggestion for helping to alleviate the problem.
\s a Clemson student, I automatically pay for season tickets.
I've got them. I don't want them. I suggest that the univerpty not charge students for these tickets. Those students

who wish to go to games may purchase their tickets directly
from the university. The remaining tickets are available to
all of those persons who are complaining. I would love to
limit my tuition fees to costs pertaining to my education.
Kathy Thomas

Two units
I wish to point out an error made in the article concerning the Miss Homecoming Pageant in the 26 September 1980
issue of The Tiger.
There are two separate units of the National Society of
Pershing Rifles on the Clemson campus. These units are
Company C-4 and the Fourth Regimental Headquarters
(4RHQ). 4RHQ is sponsoring Debbie Thompson.
In the future it would be appreciated if your publication
would refer to each unit by its proper designation.
Kathryn N. Bishop

No way George!
In your Sept. 19 issue you published a letter from
Gladys concerning a bumper sticker she had seen. Gladys
either purposely or mistakenly misquoted the sticker, which
says, "A Heisman Chicken — No way George!" She had
much to say about something she couldn't even quote. Tsk,
tsk, she signed herself Gladys Crawford.
In his comments — further complicating matters, Cobb
Oxford referred to her as Gladys Hawkins. Will the real
Gladys Crawford Hawkins please stand up.
Both Gladys and Cobb Oxford inferred that the sticker
was a low blow; a slur upon the athletic ability of Rogers.
No way George! This, by the way, is an old timey expression meaning Negatory! In his article Cobb lists all the
reasons why, most likely, Rogers will not be a Heisman winner. All the reasons I could not get on the sticker.
I'm sure Rogers is a fine athlete. That's what the papers
say, but if our boy, Steve Fuller, couldn't win it, even in a
commemorative year, I say — No way George!
There was no personal insult intended and certainly no
offensive language or double-meaning, dirty words used. By
the way Gladys, there were some of this type put out concerning our boy when he sought the Heisman; they were, indeed, tasteless.
Our sticker was all in good fun, George — all in good
fun — but a Heisman cup in the coop? No way George!
Dorothy Auger

by richardl brooks

Legal vandalism
Ah, yes, the monsoon season and Homecoming
Week, perfectly synchronized as usual, have arrived right
on schedule to wreak havoc and destruction upon the
campus.
And what a relief that is. Now for the rest of the
school year we don't have to look at that hideous green
grass on Bowman Field — pampered all summer, watered
and fertilized and mowed by the Physical Plant from
May until late September. It makes Clemson look for all
the world like a pleasant, well-kept, gentile Southern
university.
But is that what Clemson University should look
like? Is that what visitors ought to see when they round
the curve on Highway 93?
Of course not.
Never to fear, though, the frat-boys and would-be
frat-boys can always be counted on to rescue Clemson's
all-important image with their annual Homecoming
defacement of the campus visage.
They really do a great job, those frats, and it only
takes a single week. Plus, they get to show off their great
Clemson spirit for all the old IPTAY buzzards who show
up for Homecoming.
The whole rainy week, cars, vans, trucks, tractortrailors, jeeps, tanks and missle launchers drive up and
down Bowman Field. Then, the next week, the P-Plant
employees drive their vehicles all over it to clean up the
debris. The end result is a magnificent quagmire. Hell,
alligator mud-wrestling couldn't do a better job.
After Homecoming those visitors approaching Clemson via Highway 93 will receive a more realistic first impression. "Ugh, this really is a hick farm school," they'll
say when they spy that huge pig-wallow that used to be
Bowman Field.
Yes, the aftermath of Homecoming Week is a thing
of beauty, a veritable work of art, as well as a memento
of frat spirit that will last until those perseverant little
blades of grass appear again in the spring.
And the whole vandalistic orgy is officially sanctioned by the university powers-that-be. The P-Plant even
takes care of the grass over the summer so that there is a
fresh crop to destroy each year. Hey, I am impressed.
Those frat-boys must be pretty smart. How anyone
can get away with avoiding classes for a whole week,
drinking mass quantities of beer in the open and making
noise all night without getting an R.V. is just beyond my
comprehension.
I suppose there are just some things that G.D.I,
lowlife are not equipped to understand.

Editor's note: Cobb Oxford did mistakenly and
regretably refer to Gladys Crawford as Gladys Hawkins in
the Sept. 19 issue. Also, the Heisman is a trophy — a
bronze statue — not a cup.
Auger is the entrepreneur who is selling the "A
Heisman Chicken — No way George!" bumper stickers.

corrections
Last week the commentary column on page 13 incorrectly
Referred to the "Drones Club" in the literature of P. G.
^odehouse as the Hack and Drones Club.
The Russian National basketball team will not be playing
Clemson this fall as was reported last week. The team's
Jnited States tour has been canceled.

Dean Victor Hurst retired last year as opposed to resigning, as was stated in last week's issue.
Also, the period in which students may drop a class without record is four weeks, not six weeks, as was said in the same
article.

editor's note
Copies of The Tiger are distributed free to students. Only
enough copies are printed so that each student can receive one
copyPapers are printed only for the purpose of being read.
iy other use is prohibited without the permission of the

editor in chief. Misuse of copies will be prosecuted criminally.
More specifically, papers cannot be used to build
Homecoming displays. Such use will result in disqualification
of the display.
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'Damn those frat-boys!*
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WEPR radio serves area's public
Mortimer
Mudde
contest
1 st Prize — one case of Lowenbrau
2nd Prize — $5
3rd Prize — one P.B.R.
Mortimer Mudde, in the past, has
visited and written about such
places as the Tlllman clock tower,
Underground Clemson, and Six Mile
Mountain in, guess where, Six Mile,
S.C. He is still taking suggestions of
places for him to visit and write
about in The Tiger. Bring your suggestion up to The Tiger's offices and
leave it, your name and your phone
number with any responsible looking person who seems willing to
take them. If your entry is judged to
be the best, or second best, or even
third best, guess what. You win!
Winners' names, nationality and
family background will be announced
in the Oct. 17 issue of this paper.
Thank you very much.

XS5&SZJ

Tucked discreetly in the woods behind
the Clemson House is a white radio dish
aimed at the southern sky.
Its target is the Westar I satellite hanging
22,000 miles above the equator. Since the
satellite orbits at the same rate as the earth's
rotation, it is, relatively speaking, "fixed"
in space. From 15 "uplinks" around the
United States, the $19 million satellite
receives signals and rebounds them earthward to more than 230 National Public
Radio (NPR) stations across the country.
One of these stations is WEPR, at 90.1 on
the FM dial.
Barber shop studio
With 100,000 watts of stereo power, the
highest output allowed by law, WEPR occupies a Clemson House studio-office not
much larger than the hotel barber shop.
Though its annual budget is equally
miniscule, about the same as the cost of a
single television camera, WEPR is one of
Clemson's most valuable mediums for
delivering public services to the people of
South Carolina. So says Clemson Assistant
to the Provost Jerome V. Reel.
"Radio is a means for public service by
any great university," says Reel. "It's one
of the most immediate ways of enriching
the lives of the people of this country, and
enrichment through higher education is exactly what people like Thomas Green and
Senator Justin Smith Morrill had in mind
when they advocated passage of the LandGrant acts."
WEPR first signed on the air in October
1972 as part of the South Carolina Educational Radio Network (SCERN). National
Public Radio was authorized a year later by
Congress as part of the Corporation for
Public Broadcasting, the private, federallysanctioned mother company of public
broadcasting.
Seven county coverage
As one of five stations in SCERN,
WEPR blankets a seven-county upstate
area with an average of 18 hours of programming each day. The station's annual
budget is just under $300,000, one-third of
which comes from Clemson University, the

S.C. Experiment Stations and the S.C.
Cooperative Extension Service. The other
two-thirds come from S.C. Educational
Television and the Corporation for Public
Broadcasting, grants and in-kind contributions.
In the beginning WEPR produced two
15-minute programs daily on subjects such
as agricultural weather, health and nutrition, the environment, and political issues.
Today the station controls 10 and a half
hours of air time each day. A rundown of
programs produced in April, May and June
of this year gives some idea of the breadth
of WEPR's coverage:
• produced 10 "Sounds of Spoleto"
programs which were broadcast from
Charleston live and coast-to-coast by NPR.
• produced a one-hour program on Gov.
Riley's "Leadership South Carolina"
energy conference and provided tape to
commercial stations throughout the state.
• broadcast interviews with South
African ambassador to the U.S. Donald B.
Sole, Clemson economist and Freedoms
Foundation award-winner Holley Ulbrich,
plus lectures by Gov. Riley and other state
and local elected officials at Clemson's
Robert A. Taft Seminar in Government.
Features programming
In addition to this "hard news" programming, WEPR produces consumer and
general interest programs which rely heavily
on Clemson's academic expertise. These
programs range from "Ask Extension" and
"The Plant Professor," which deal with
agricultural and horticultural information,
to programs such as "The Old and New
Worlds of Words," produced by English
professors from Clemson and Presbyterian
College.
The most acclaimed programming of this
sort is "Women Themselves," a 26-part
series which looks at the contributions of
women in American history.
But WEPR is not all talk. The station
also produces a smorgasbord of folk, jazz,
Latin-American, rock and classical music, a
very attractive menu for music lovers tired

of commercial interruptions and the lack of
variety on commercial radio.
Moreover, the majority of WEPR's
music programming is produced by
volunteers, listeners who weren't finding
the music they wanted to hear, so they produced it themselves. The result has been a
steady stream of programs such as "I Hear
America," "Jazzspot," "The Latin Beat,"
"Majors and Minors," "Clemson Sidetrack," and "A Little Night Music."
Cost effective delivery medium
"Radio is so mobile and versatile that it's
just about the most cost-effective delivery
medium we have," says WEPR station
manager Lily-Roland Hall. "Radio extends
the money the university spends by bringing
the academic world to thousands of people
who might otherwise not directly benefit
from the tax dollars we spend on higher
education.
"With one $50 tape recorder we can
cover any news or consumer information
story, and through the network we can put
an expert on campus in touch with the entire state or even the nation."
Yet WEPR's input in NPR's satellite network is minimized by studio technical
limitations which inhibit the quality of
sound reproduction for stereo broadcast.
Hall says a $10,000 control panel plus
$21,000 in miscellaneous hardware which
would bring the station's technical
capabilities to the national standard have
been purchased or approved for purchase.
"But we're still having to use out-dated and
patched-up equipment because we don't
have the space to install the new
hardware," she says.
But despite this limitation, WEPR remains the most productive of all the five
stations in SCERN. "I don't know how
WEPR has accomplished what it has given
the handicap of having only half a production studio, one and a half offices and one
control room," says Jerome Reel. "It's
amazing to realize that the people at WEPR
turn out more local programming than any
other public radio station in the state."

MEDICAL SCHOOL
SCHOLARSHIPS
YOU RECEIVE

1. Full tuition, fees, and educational expenses encountered in
Medical School (except room and board).
2. Reimbursement for cost of books and supplies that are
required.
3. Rental fees for equipment when necessary—such as microscopes.
4. $485.00 per month for IOV2 months of the year.
5. A commission as an officer in the Navy Medical Corps.
We are now accepting applications for scholarships
that start in August 1981 ** submit yours NOW.

FOR APPLICATION OR
FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT
STEVE SHASTEEN or DONNIE COKER
NAVY MEDICAL INFORMATION TEAM
P.O. Box 2711 Columbia. S.C. 29202 Call Collect: (803)765-5991

GIRLS
unwanted hair removed
PERMANENTLY
Evelyn Shealy R.E.
California Licensed
. Electrologist
17 years experience
$12/V2 hr.
call Clemson

654-4549

ANS meeting
(American Nuclear Society)
on Wednesday, Oct. 8,
at 6:30 p.m.
in 100 Earle Hall
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the hort house
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FOUR
PAWS
(the drinking alternative)
Hey, Ladies! Been looking for
free draft in Clemson?

o

Well, now you've got it!
Every Thursday — Ladies Night
Free Draft 8-10 p.m.

Beach Music

The German/Persian violet
The German violet, or Persian violet as it
is sometimes called, is really not a violet at
all, but rather a member of the Gentian
family.
The German violet (Exacum affine) is a
herbaceous plant with waxy leaves. It produces bluish-lilac star like flowers with a
deep yellow center. Although generally considered an annual, it can be grown in a
carefully controlled atmosphere for many
years.
The optimum temperature for this exotic
(plant is between 80-85 °F during the day and
between 62-65 °F at night. These
temperatures can be somewhat cooler dur-

ing the dormant state of the plant.
The German violet does best in humus
rich soils. The soil needs to be evenly moist
but not constantly wet and should never be
allowed to dry out. A good practice is to
place the plant in a saucer of wet gravel.
German violets grow best in filtered or
diffused sunlight.
They are native to Asia and Africa. They
were once believed to have the power to
chase out poisons — hence, the genus name
Exacum, which in Latin means to drive out.
The species name affine means related or
kindred and refers to the 30 or more related
species.

HAPPY HOUR 12-6 MON.-FRL

< ■•

%

1.50 — pitcher
35* — draft

♦if#

Best Beer Prices
In Town!
*

ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES
WITH
Keep up with
sports,
movies,
concerts,
TV, comics,
classifieds
and shopping
info with
The Greenville News

PFIZER
We are a diversified, worldwide leader in the
health care, chemical, agricultural, consumer
products and materials science industries,
with sales in excess of $2.7 billion.
Pfizer employs more than 40,000 people,
working together at over 140 locations in 40
countries around the world.

JEhe ©reenuille New*
Off-Campus
6
Subscription Packages
3
Avaaabte
MONTHS MONTHS YEARLY

Special Rates for Dorm Delivery
One Semester Rates
1

$10.00

3 Weekends only
School Year Rates
4 7-day delivery
.
5 5-da\ delivery
6 Weekends only

$8 00
$19 00
$1500
$1500

1. The Greenvifce News
Weekdays

$7.80

$15.60

2. The GreenvMe News
Weekdays plus Sat. 4
Sun. Combination

S16.2S

$32.50

$65.00

$8.45

$16.90

$33.80

3. Sat A Sun GreenvMe
News-Piedmont

Offer expires October 10th

The Greenville News-Piedmont Company
Promotion Department
P. O. Box 1688
Greenville, S.C 29602
Enter my subscription to The Greenville News.
□ Enclosed is my check for_
__
Off-Campus Package Number
Name.
.Phone.

Address.
City

.State.

Dorm Delivery Package Number.
Name
College
Room and hall

—

—
.Dorm.

Zip.

$31.20

We are seeking Chemical Engineers interested in turning ideas and concepts into
reality through their role as Process
Engineers in production.
We offer technical challenge, career mobility,
an informal work environment, and as much
responsibility as you can handle. Attractive
salary and benefits and a variety of locations
are available.
A Pfizer representative will be on campus
Thursday, October 23,1980, to discuss career
opportunities with interested candidates.
See our Career Planning Notebook at the
Career Planning and Placement Center for
more information.
_

Pfizer,

An Equal
Opportunity
Employer
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FREE FLICK:
COME TO

presents

DICK CHILDS
GUITAR ARMY
Oct. 3 & 4
7 & 9 p.m. — $1.00

UPNOM MTE

am

"BRIAN'S
SONG"

open at 11:30 a.m.
Hear the PEP BAND
and draw for an
AUTOGRAPHED FOOTBALL

11:30 A.M.
- 1:30 P.M.

8 p.m., Oct. 5
Y Theater
■ ii 111
>M I I Ml I \
with

roua i»"0» mn tiu»

Wed., Oct. 8
— CARTOONS
Fri., Oct. 10
STUMPHOUSE MOUNTAIN BOYS

MM I I S
I ASM M

-BOBBY DAYE

(refreshments furnished
by Budweiser)

fllll

eo.m.ouii

C.IIIII

I

Oct. 9, 8 p.m. — FREE

1./ MM
1M
I.S Ct
CM-*>:{<

LAST DAY FOR

Y THEATER:

in II 111 n if II II

Oct. 6-8

£8rSiF

"COMING HOME"
6:45 & 9 p.m.
Oct. 9-11

Palmetto Room
Lounge

"WHEN TIME RAN OUT"
7 &9 p.m.
M.00

; oooiNAi ca HUNTINGS *cnj*uv w**n IN n* HWOUCTWN o ANIMAIH) turn.

VIDEO:

"BREAD"
THRU OCT. 12

SHORT COURSES
«W*IMOM«(|

Spinning — Oct. 16
First Aid — Oct. 20
Couple Communication — Oct. 22
Hammock Making — Oct. 23
Basketry — Oct. 25

CYCLING

presents

along the blue ridge parkway
SPONSORED BY; THE UNION AND
THE OUTDOOR RECREATION COMMTTEE

$4,25
SIGN

UP

AT

transportation
THE

INFORMATION

DESK

Picture Framing — Nov. 15

SCOTT RITCHIE
Oct. 7, 9 p.m.
FREE

/
Details at Union Info Desk

CLEMSON

LOCAL TALENT NIGHT
with

SUNDAY
OCTOBER <5

Backgammon — Nov. 5

GUI

Cue

UNIVERSITY

UNION
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entertainment
concert review by keith mattison

Mother's Finest /Dregs: strange but fun
In spite of a program which combined
diverse styles of music, the Mother's
Finest/Dixie Dregs concert, held Sept. 26 in
Littlejohn Coliseum, was fun and entertaining.
The combination of southern rock,
funk-rock and bluegrass was supposed to
"have something for everybody." Many
people came to see one group and had no
interest in the others, but the whole concert
was enjoyable.
The main problems were the acoustics in
Littlejohn and the long intermissions. During the concert, Andy West of the Dregs
told the audience, "You have got to be the
best sounding audience in the worst sounding hall." There were distracting rumbles
throughout the show. The bass ranges
echoed off the ceiling, and the treble did
not sound much better. The problem of
long intermissions is understandable, considering the amount of time needed to set
up a band, but it still was annoying.
"Jessica"
Fiddler Vassar Clements opened the concert. His selection of songs ranged from
traditional bluegrass to a sped-up version of
the Allman Brothers' song, "Jessica," The
music was very good, and Clements is an
excellent fiddler. He was hampered,
however, by terrible acoustics and a
distracting lighting crew that kept
spotlighting the wrong band member.
The Dixie Dregs, an all-instrumental

■southern rock group, were the second act
of the show. They started their set with
easy-sounding tunes and ended with driving
rock. This helped bridge the change from
Vassar Clements to Mother's Finest.
The Dregs were, overall, the best musicians of the night. They also had the best
sound. They seemed, however, to be a
little out of place in a large concert. Their
dancing and showing off would have had a
better ettect on a smaller, tnendlier crowd.
The Dregs' finale and encore, which included a Led Zepplin medley, was the best part
of the concert.
Hard rock
Mother's Finest closed the concert. The
group played a mixture of hard rock and
funk, opening with its more familiar hard
rock songs and moving into a funkier
sound.
Mother's Finest seemed to feel quite at
home in a large concert. The group put on a
good show, with high leaps, cheerleading
and long, drawn-out endings to songs and
received the best crowd response. It was the
loudest band, but the sound was usually
distorted. Its fans, though, did not seem to
mind.
The Central Dance and Concert Committee's first concert of the year was an entertainment success regardless of crowd size or
acoustics. The people who came got what
they wanted, and no part of the concert was
boring — no matter who you came to see or
what type of music you like.

CDCC's first concert mixed several types of music in one show. Joyce
Kennedy (left), singer for Mother's Finest, danced, led chants and sung,
vassar Clements (lower left) opened with excellent country fiddlin'. Allen
Sloan (lower right) led the Dregs in some great southern rock.
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WSBF programs for a better future
by Priscilla Bunton
staff writer
, WSBF, the student radio station (located
at 88.1 FM), expects to have a good
semester, according to Douglas Welton,
program director. This is being made possible by a new studio and upcoming programming changes.
Beginning Oct. 13, weekly programming
will feature mini-concerts every afternoon
from 2-4 p.m. Also, news feature stories
will be programmed every afternoon, every
hour on the hour. The news feature stories
will be light and entertaining but informative, according to Welton. He said,

record review
by douglas welton

Doobies
step closer
"One Step Closer" by the Doobie Brothers
(Warner Bros. H5 3452)
After a 19 month layoff, the Doobie
Brothers have again ventured into the
minds of the musically oriented with a new
product. "One Step Closer," at first listen,
sounds like the past three Doobie Brothers
albums; crisp instrumentation and welllaid hooks.
However, if you tune your ear to the
vocals (or look at the inner sleeve), you will
find that there are several new voices on the
scene. After the "Minute'by Minute"
album, John Hartman and Jeff "Skunk"
Baxter decided to do their thing, solo.
("Skunk" Baxter produced the recently
released Livingston Taylor album.) Several
months later, John McFee (guitar), Chet
McCracken (drums), and Cornelius Bumpus (sax and organ) joined the band.
The album was produced by Ted
Templeman, with help from a host of
superstar musicians (i.e., Nicolette Larson,
Patrick Henderson, Jimmie Haskett, etc.)
The music stacks up this way:
Paul Anka
Side one opens with a song co-written by
Michael McDonald and Paul Anka. The
song is up-tempo, with lyrics that reflect the
Anka love-ballad input. The first single
culled from the album, "Real Love," is the
second cut on side one. It features the
distinct voice of McDonald, accompanied
by silky background vocals.
The next track, "No Stoppin' Us Now,"
is not very impressive. But the final track,
"Thank You Love," written by new
member Bumpus, is a very jazzy cut and
showcases vocals by Bumpus, who has a
deep, rich voice akin to that of Larry
Graham.
Side two opens with the album's title cut,
"One Step Closer," penned by Keith
Knudsen, John McFee and Carlene Carter.
It is bouncy in the style of the Doobie
Brothers around 1975. The song features
vocals by Simmons, McDonald, and Bumpus.
Jazz
1 The next two tracks, "Keep This Train
a-rollin" and "Just in Time," were penned
by McDonald and Simmons. Neither of
these cuts is exceptionally exciting, but they
are not so bad that you can't listen to them.
The fourth cut is a real surprise. Jazz? The
Doobie Brothers? YES! "South Bay Strut"
is a funky instrumental highlighting the
group's musical craftsmanship.
-Rounding out the side is "One by One.",
It's a good song, but it seems as if the group
didn't know when to stop adding sound.
The song is three plus minutes of a musically dense hook.
I Overall, the album is good, and though
the infusion of new blood wasn't needed, it
didn't hurt.

"We'll get the news to you when it happens, not on Thursday."
Featured albums
Evening programming will consist of jazz
from 5-7 p.m. and featured albums beginning Oct. 13, also. Cuts from featured
albums will be played every hour at the bottom of the hour, beginning at 7 p.m.
On weekends, special programs will be
featured, according to Welton. One new
show will be "Retrospective," which will
feature the music of one artist for an hour.
"The Album Show" will be a top-20 countdown of the most promising album cuts, ac-

cording to play at WSBF. The "British
Beat" show on Saturdays will play the latest
in British music. On Saturday nights, the
"Original Mystery DJ Show" will be aired.
On Sunday mornings, religious contemporary music will be played.
News
Another new program for weekend play
will be the "News Magazine Probe." This
show will take an in-depth look at problems
in the university.
As well as new programming, WSBF has
a new studio. The studio, which was conceived by Welton, was designed by Jeff

Jones, audio control engineer. The cost of
the studio was $9,000, with $3,000 spent on
tape decks and $6,000 on control board.
WSBF is also getting new automation,
which will mean it will be impossible for
listeners to tell if a show is live or
automated.
Welton is also looking for a power increase, although this will not take place until the fall of 1981. The application for a
power increase from 59 ERP watts to 1000
ERP watts has been accepted by the FCC,
although it will take until fall for processing.

CLEMSON STUDENTS

TmSBUDS
FOR YOU!
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theater review by keith mattison

Players bring back the Fourth of July
Essie. The role is also one of a "perfect"
parent. The anger she feels toward Richard
at one minute is transformed to the belief
that he can do no wrong the next minute.
Skill is needed to make this change subtle,
otherwise the role would be a farce.
Diana Kirk plays Nat's sister Lily, and
Arthur Slade plays Essie's brother Sid.
They are engaged until Lily calls it off
because of Sid's drinking and gambling.
They still love each other but never marry.
The family is rounded out by three other
children. Arthur, played by Joel Read, is a
Yale student who is constantly trying to
look important. The younger children,
played by Susanne Freytag and Hamilton
Holt, pester Richard and generally act cute.
Jan Haskell plays Nora, the underqualified
maid.

"Ah, Wilderness!", the Clemson
Players' first production of the season, rises
above the typical play about "the gold old
days" thanks to good writing and good
production.
The play, a comedy written by Eugene
O'Neill in 1933, is set in a middle class,
small-town household on the Fourth of
July 1906. The play involves a boy's struggle to grow up and, in the end, reaffirms all
traditional American values.
The play concludes with performances
tonight and tomorrow night at 8 p.m. in
Daniel Auditorium. Admission is free for
students with IDs and $1 for non-students.
Comedy and realism
The comedy in the play comes mainly
from the cuteness of children and the quirks
of parents. There are a few .slapstick stunts
and some funny drunk scenes, but there is
no sidesplitting humor. Thankfully, few attempts to poke fun at the strict morals of
the era are made. Instead, the characters,
and their situations make the "good old
days" seem realistic.
In the play, Richard Miller, a romantic
high school student, quotes some slightly
erotic love poems in notes to his girlfriend.
Her father discovers the notes and forces
the pair to split up. Richard is so upset that
he gets drunk in a "local dive" with a
chorus girl from New York. When he returns home he admits his mistake. Eventually, he gets to talkto his girlfriend, and
everything ends happily.

Other roles

Richard Miller receives a lecture from his mother about the books he
has been reading. V. J. Maury plays Richard, and Charlotte Holt plays his
mother, while Diana Kirk and Jere Hodgin watch.
Performances
V. J. Maury performs well as Richard.
The character is sometimes nervous and unsure of himself, while at other times he is
bold and dramatic. Maury's own nervousness occasionally shows through during
Richard's quieter moments, but compensation comes with his bolder lines. Maury
mixes just the right amount of selfconsciousness with courage. His best mo-

HAVE YOU REACHED
THE END OF YOUR ROPE?

ment is during the barroom scene, when he
changes from scared stiff to rowdy as
alcohol begins to affect him.
Nat Miller, Richard's father and owner
of the town's newspaper, is played by Jere
Hodgin. Hodgin's portrayal includes all the
wisdom, peacefulness, and understanding
that is needed to be a community leader and
a "perfect" father.
Charlotte Holt plays Richard's mother,

Other cast members are Ellen Hull as
Richard's girlfriend and Larry Hembree as
her father. John Matthews plays the young
man who-takes Richard to the bar. Joel
Reed is the bartender, and Hank Cannon is
a customer. Laura Ackerman is excellent as
Belle, the slutty chorus girl.
The play is directed by Clifton Egan, who
must be complimented on the set, for which
he was also responsible.
"Ah, Wilderness!" is nowhere near as
serious as O'Neill's other plays. Nor is it as
serious as most other Players' productions.
It is, however, a pleasant play that does not
come across as being too sentimental.
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Artists exhibit their best
by Van Mattison
staff writer
Several art exhibits, including displays by
university professors and local artists as
well as a sale of oriental art, will be in the
Clemson area during the upcoming week.
An exhibit of Clemson area artists is being shown in the Union Art Gallery through
Oct. 12. The Clemson Area Arts Council is
sponsoring the exhibit, which features 21
artists from the Clemson area.
According to Anne Poor, a member of
the Arts Council and coordinator of the exhibit, a wide range of art is represented.
Watercolors, acrylics, illustrations, cartoons, and photographs are among the
displays.
Visual arts professors
Among the artists participating are
several faculty members from the department of visual arts. These professors are
Robert Hunter, John Acorn, Tom Dimond,
Sam Wang, Mark Hudson, Ireland
Regnier, and Tom McPeak.
The wives of two of these professors are
also participating in the exhibit. Linda
Wang and Terry Dimond have exhibits in
the show.

Greenville News cartoonist Kate Salley
Palmer has two exhibits. Rev. Sidney Hall,
Baptist campus minister, has a photograph
in the show.
Other artists
Other area artists exhibiting works include
Jean Stillwell, Charles Councell, Willis
Bishop III, Jane Murray, and Liz Smith.
Carole Tinsley, Olivia Jackson McGee
and Brenda Bowers also have exhibits on
display.
Poor's husband David serves as the coordinator of the art council's show. Louis
Henry, associate professor of English, is the
head of the Clemson Area Arts Council.
According to Poor, plans for the exhibit
include visiting area public schools after
leaving Clemson. Daniel High School is the
next stop for the exhibit after Oct. 12.
Pickens exhibit
Two other upstate artists will have
displays in the area. In Pickens, the Pickens
County Art Museum will open a new exhibit, "Two by Two," this Sunday, with a
reception from 3-5 p.m.
Two Anderson county artists, Chuck McCarter and Susan Wooten, will be displaying recent paintings and drawings using a

o

Julie Wilson takes time to view an exhibit of local artists' works in the
Loggia gallery. The Loggia show is just one of several in the area this
week.
variety of media.
McCarter is chairman of the art department at Anderson College. Wooten completed her masters of fine arts in painting
and drawing from Clemson. She is currently teaching at Anderson College as well as
maintaining a studio at Clemson.
This exhibit will be on display through
Oct. 24, arid tours can be arranged by calling 878-4965. The museum is located in
Pickens at the corner of Johnson and
Pendleton Streets. It is open Tuesday and
Friday from 1-5 p.m. and Wednesday and
Thursday from 9 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and
from 1-5 p.m.

Oriental art
Another exhibit will be in the area during
the upcoming week. A special exhibition
and sale of original oriental art will be
presented on Wednesday, Oct. 8, in Lee
Hall Gallery from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Marson Ltd. of Baltimore, Md., will exhibit parts of its collection of oriental art
for sale. Old and modern pieces will be
featured.
A representative from the company will
be present to answer questions. Artwork
will be shown in an informal atmosphere
with a wide price range on the items.

612A Greenville Hwy., Clemson
(.
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sports
trailing the tiger by cobb oxford

Wake me up when it is all over
Never had I thought football to be boring. Through four years in high school and
three years in college, I had seen and played
in some dull games, but I had not found the
sport to be boring. There was always
something memorable that remained in my
mind. After last Saturday's ClerrisonWestern Carolina yawner, I am slowly
beginning to change my opinion.
Clemson dull
Western Carolina was ready to play football, and it was both imaginative and exciting in executing a good game plan against
the Tigers. I realize it had nothing to lose,
but it was both enthusiastic and tireless in
an effort to knock Clemson's block off.
Clemson was neither enthusiastic nor
tireless, as it had been against Georgia.
After the loss to the Bulldogs, the Tigers
looked like they were on their way to
another bowl bid and win in 1980.
I have serious doubts after Clemson's
miserable performance on Saturday.
It is a difficult task to come off a loss like
the Georgia game and expect to play like
gangbusters. But the effort should have
been better than it was on Saturday. The
Tigers must realize that every team they
play is going to be ready to beat Clemson.
I think that the team is lacking enthusiasm because the fans are lacking the
same element. The reason the fans are lacking enthusiasm is because the Clemson
football team is a dull team to watch.
I now have no doubt that Tommy Newsome, of "The Tonight Show," is the
Clemson offensive coordinator. The Tigers
are simply boring themselves, as well as
their fans, to tears.
Sleep-inducing offense
The Clemson offense has three basic
plays: fullback left, fullback right and
fullback up the middle. Actually, it also has
a down-and-out pass, a pitchout and Obed
Arid in its selection of plays. Poor Obed
may not last the season if the Clemson offense keeps running him on the field to attempt field goals of 45 yards or longer.
During one stretch last Saturday, the
Tigers ran the same pitch play four times in
a row. It worked the first time and then was
stopped cold by Western Carolina the other
three times. The practice field is the place
where plays are perfected, not the stadium
field. If 60,000 orange-clad fans had
wanted to see the same play run repeatedly,
they could have just come to a practice session during the week.
After the stirring performance by the'
Tigers in the first half, it took some loud
band music to wake up the dozing crowd.
The coaches and players keep stating that
they are not pleased with their performance
and that the bottom line is that Clemson
won the football game. Somehow, Tiger
faithful cannot buy that statement since the
Tigers play like they are trying to torture
their own fans.
Trick plays
While Clemson was choking down inside
the 20-yard line, Western was showing some
wide-open football and getting response
from the partisan Clemson crowd.
Danny Ford said last week that the Tiger
defense was preparing for some trick plays.
If it prepared, the preparation was not evident, as the Catamounts made monkeys out
of the Tigers on a reverse and the ancient
"flea-flicker" pass.
Meanwhile, the Clemson offense is about
as organized as a Fourth of July picnic in
the middle of a bad thunderstorm.

As the Tigers run the ball
up the middle again (left),
Clemson students Mary Hardister and Mike Trotman
look bored to tears (right).

Quarterback Homer Jordan hands halfback Chuck
McSwain the ball on a dive
up the middle. Many more
plays like this and Clemson
fans will be upset with their
dull Tigers (right).

The fans in the stands are playing new
games like "Name That Quarterback" and
"The Fullback Game." Currently, the
Tigers are playing "Musical Signal Caller."
When the band stops playing "Tiger Rag,"
whoever is behind the center gets to be the
quarterback — that is, until he throws an
interception or fails to move the team in
one series.
Clemson fans begin to wonder if Frank
Howard has made a comeback as head
coach, and then they realize that Howard's
teams were much more exciting.
Unpredictable Tigers
Since the backfield is unknown, when the
Tigers get the ball, they become even more
unpredictable in performance but not in
play selection. With the famous fullback
play, the Tigers are usually able to grind out
a small amount of yardage, except on third
down, when they are usually stopped cold if
they attempt the fullback.
Inside the 20-yard line is where the Clemson offense really "shines." The Tigers
usually run fullback right, fullback right,

fullback right, and then call on Obed to kick
and score three points for the offensive troops.
Against Georgia, Clemson choked down
several times inside the 20-yard line, with
the final gag costing it the game.
Against Western, a team that everyone
expected the Tigers to abuse and send back
to the mountains, the Clemson offense hit
its. low point of the season.
The Tiger offense is simply going through
the motions, and it is definitely lacking
emotion. The talent needed to open up the
offense and let it fly is present. Last week's
game against Western would have been a
good time to try something besides fullback
up the middle. But the Tigers did not take
advantage of the opportunity.
Too many wins
Winning football is no longer novel at
Clemson. For the past three seasons, the
Tigers have been bowl participants. Clemson fans do not want wins anymore. They
want conquests.
Winning football games used to be like
new toys at Christmas. But now it seems

like those toys are broken, and winning is
now expected every Saturday. When Clemson does not win, there has to be a reason
deeper than the team's poor play.
Expecting wins has allowed a boredom to
creep into the thinking of everyone involved
with Clemson football. There has yet to be
an enthusiastic crowd at a Clemson football
game this season.
But it is hard to get excited when the fans
are subjected to the Clemson offense every
Saturday.
Bill Dooley
Bill Dooley brings his Virginia Tech Gobblers into the Valley Saturday to finish a
four-year series in which the Tigers have
taken the past three games. VPI is 4-0 on
the season, with one of those wins coming
against Wake Forest in Winstdn-Salem.
This week is an up week for the Tigers.
They have been playing in an up-down cycle, with the last good performance coming
against Georgia.
Clemson is due for a good performance
on Homecoming.
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Tiger hooters must regroup for tournament
by Cobb Oxford
sports editor
It had to happen sooner or later. Last
Sunday, the Clemson soccer team fell to
Duke, 3-1 in Durham. The loss was Clemson's first of the season, and it was also the
Tigers' first Atlantic Coast Conference loss
since 1971. Clemson had won 42 consecutive ACC contests.
Clemson also fell from its number-one
spot in the poll all the way to 17.
"I don't mind the winning and losing,
but if I am going to lose, I want to go down
fighting," Clemson head soccer coach I.M.
Ibrahim said.
Tiger shortcomings
Ibrahim's main complaint with the
Tigers' performance against Duke is that
they lacked fight and desire.
"Duke deserved to win because they had
the fight and desire, and they were ready
for us," Ibrahim said.
Both Ibrahim and his assistant coach
Steve Parker questioned whether or not the

Tigers had any intestinal fortitude or "plain
old fashion guts," as Parker stated.
"We did not challenge for the ball once
on one of the three goals they scored. We
could have stopped them, except we had
people standing around and watching,"
Ibrahim said.
Duke's rudeness
"The crowd was very rude, and I told the
papers up there that," Ibrahim said. "They
were laughing at our players' names and
making fun of them through the whole
game."
The Duke student body is known as one
of the most creative and obnoxious cheering units in the ACC. Ibrahim pointed out
one cheer they were yelling in unison to the
Clemson players: "Report him in the morning and take away his visa."
Duke jumped out to a 1-0 lead, only to
have the Tigers tie the game with a penalty
kick by Nnamdi Nwokocha. Duke put
Clemson away around the 18-minute mark
of the second half, with two goals within a

five-minute span, dooming the Tigers to
defeat.Clemson invitational
This weekend, Clemson hosts the sixth annual Clemson Invitational soccer tournament. The field for the 1980 tourney is
probably the strongest it has ever been for
the two-day affair.
Coming to Clemson this weekend will be
second-ranked Alabama A&M, lOth-ranked
Appalachian State, and 19th-ranked Cleveland State. The Tigers will also be participating, but Ibrahim is not optimistic
concerning his team's chances.
"If we regroup, we stand a good chance
of losing only one game this weekend. The
tournament is most definitely going to
cause us some problems," Ibrahim said.
Days, times and teams
The tournament opens Friday at 1:30
p.m., with the Cleveland State Vikings taking on the Alabama A&M Bulldogs. Cleveland State was the only team to hand Clemson a regular season loss last season, while

A&M, a power in Division II for the past
several years, has moved up to Division I
this fall.
The Bulldogs are labeled by many observers as the team to beat for the national
championship in December. A&M is heavily laden with Nigerian talent, and Ibrahim
labels them as the tournament favorite.
Clemson's new assistant coach Parker
was the head coach at Cleveland State last
season when the Vikings beat the Tigers,
2-1.
At 3:30 p.m., the host Tigers will tangle
with a surprising Appalachian State Mountaineer squad. The Mounties are led by
Thompson Usiyan, who is labeled as one of
the finest players in the South.
On Sunday, the 1:30 p.m. game will be a
battle for third place, while the 3:30 p.m.
game will be for the Invitational crown.
"This weekend is not going to be any fun
at all," stated Ibrahim, "but we will go on
to the field with fighters and players that
will not quit."

Canadian important to volleyball team
by Amy Jones
staff writer
Most of the players on the Clemson
women's volleyball team are Americans.
But one player hails all the way from Ontario, Canada. Judy Sackfield is a
sophomore at Clemson this year, and
according to her coach' Linda Copeland,
"she is an incredible athlete."
Sackfield does not find the level of play
here in the United States equal to what it
was in Canada. "Volleyball is just beginning to grow here, whereas we have been
playing at a very competitive level in
Canada for a long time," she said.
Sack field's talent
Being an excellent track and field athlete

Ski club
concludes
season
The Clemson Water Ski Club completed
its fall season with a tournament in
Augusta, Ga., last weekend.
The men finished fifth overall, while the
women completed the competition in third
place.
Individually for the club, Tony Scruggs
finished third in the slalom, Fail Saravalli
finished second in the slalom and second in
tricks and Jacqueline Davis was fourth in
jumping.
The first spring tournament for the club
will be on April 11.
The club will hold a party for members
and guests this Sunday on Lake Hartwell
beginning at 11 a.m. A map designating the
location will be in Olin Hall.

in high school, Sackfield was noticed by
Peter Cross, the sprint coach here at Clemson. Because Clemson does not have a girls'
track and field team, Cross helped her obtain a full scholarship in volleyball.
Practice is twice daily, but Sackfield loves
the game and is more than willing to spend
all the time needed to become the best.
"Judy is extraordinarily committed, a hard
worker, and highly respected by teammates
and opponents," said Copeland.
"Coach Copeland really wants us to do
well on our grades. If we don't, then we
won't get to travel with the team,"
Sackfield remarked. As a recreation and
parks administration major, Sackfield
maintains better than a 2.5 GPR.
"My roommate and father are the best,
and they both are important to me,"

Sackfield said.
"My goal is to play on a national team,
but if things don't go the way I want them
to, I'll need a good education to find a
job," she said.
The obtainable
"There is a strong possibility of Judy
making the Ail-American squad this year.
Her knee injury may hurt her chances, but
Judy has a lot of determination and should
come back for the remaining part of the
season very strong," Copeland commented.
Sackfield twisted her ankle before the
Alabama game. This was compounded by a
knee injury which has resulted in traumatic
bursitis. She should be ready to play again
next week, according to Copeland.
"I was feeling a lot of pressure because

when I was hurt, I wanted to help the team.
I probably went back in too early,"
Sackfield said.
"We have a strong team even with Judy
out, but our chemistry seems to be diluted
when she isn't on the court. We haven't
been winning as much without Judy: she
just seems to generate that extra effort that
we need," Copeland said.
Sackfield has been recognized by several
regional coaches who have commented on
her talent. Copeland remarked, "I have actually seen girls hit the floor screaming in
fear of Judy's hard shots."
Leadership, hard work, and her exceptional athletic abilities have provided her
with a college scholarship and should help
her in her quest for a position on a national
team.

WE PAY CASH FOR
GOLD AND SILVER
* CLASS RINGS
* WEDDING BANDS
* DENTAL GOLD

* BROKEN JEWELRY
* STERLING SILVER
* SILVER & GOLD CHAINS

Drive a little — receive more for your gold and silver.
Any Marked Gold Or Silver

Any Condition Or Quantity

Mini Class Ring (5 DWT)
Ex. Large Class Ring (19 DWT)

14K
$ 70.00
$ 266.00

18K

14K

Small Wedding Band (3 DWT)
Jumbo Wedding Band (8 DWT)

$ 54.00
$144.00

$42.00
$112.00

10K
$ 55.00
$190.00

We Are Full Time Gold & Silver Dealers,
We Buy And Sell All Types Of Gold
Compare Our Prices Before You Sell.
& Silver Coins. CALL For Our Latest
Don't Be Misled By Advertised
Buy-Sell Quotes.
Highest Prices.
* ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO MARKET CHANGE, PHONE: (803) 2263048

Anderson Coins & Collectibles
106 W. Greenville St. — Across From Osteen Theatre
Hours: Mon. thru Sat. 10-6
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Women's tennis team gains early victories
by James Healy
staff writer

to win her match after being a set down.
On a sad note, number-one player Susan
Hill had her Atlantic Coast Conference
winning streak broken when she lost while
playing despite illness.
Injured players
Despite their two victories, the Lady
Tigers have had difficulty with injuries.
Jody Trucks, Jane Foreman, Jennifer
Trucks and Susan Hill have all had nagging
leg injuries. Each girl seems to be recovering well, but valuable practice time has been
lost. Coach Mary King points out, "It is
difficult to gain momentum and cohesion
when the girls do not practice as a whole
team."
King is looking for continued improve-

The ladies' tennis team won its first two
matches of the season, playing Anderson
College and Duke University.
The match against Anderson was won
easily and gave the Lady Tigers a good
warm-up for their match against Duke.
That match experience showed, as the Lady
Tigers defeated Duke handily.
Number-three player Jane Foreman
played well and has yet to lose a game in
two matches. Jody Trucks, the numberfour player, played some of her best tennis
since coming to Clemson and defeated her
opponents. Also, Maria Echarte came back

ment from her charges. She is aiming for a
higher finish in the ACC tournament this
year. (The women's ACC tennis tournament will be held in Charlottesville,
Virginia on Oct. 18, 19, and 20.) "Last
season we lost some matches early that we
should have won. We plan to play much
better this year," stated King.
The women's fall season, unlike the
men's, is important in determining their
overall finish in the nation next spring. The
Lady Tigers finished eighth nationally last
season, and King is confident they can improve their ranking this season. "We have
nine of 12 players returning, and transfer
Fernanda Cash will help us improve our
ranking."

Men's tennis team continuing hard work
by James Healy
staff writer
The men's tennis team began its season
by capturing the Sherwood Forest Fall Invitational tournament in Baton Rouge, La.
Heading down to Baton Rouge, the
Tigers expected some stiff competition
from teams including those of the University of Arkansas and Louisiana State University. However, the Tigers won easily, and
number-one player Mark Dickson was
named the tournament's most valuable
player.
Number-two singles player Pender Murphy continued his regular-season-match .
winning streak by defeating all his opponents. Also, number-four man Greg
Cooper played some fine tennis, and he,
too, did not lose a match.

Anticipation
Head coach Chuck Kriese is looking forward to more fine play from his players,
and he is pleased with the team's work thus
far. He said, "Every player on the team has
the desire to improve his game, and each is
willing to work hard to do so."
He further said, "We practice sometimes
four or five hours a day. But the players
recognize the need to work hard. In fact,
they look forward to working hard."
The Tigers finished eighth in the nation
last season. Kriese's goal this season is to
break into the top five. "We have potentially as much talent or more as last year's team
that inluded as many All-Americans, three,
as any other team in the country."
Much of the team's success depends on
the quality of play of five freshmen and the
play of the number three doubles team. Ac-
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cording to Kriese, "The matches in the fall
will give a good indication of what to expect
from our first year players in the important
matches of the spring."
Also, Orestes Baez has returned from a
knee injury that caused him to miss all last
season and will be a key factor in the success of the number three doubles team.
Coming up
The Tigers travel to Athens this weekend
for the important Southern Intercollegiate
tournament. All major schools in the South
will be there, and this gives the Tigers an
opportunity to demonstrate just how good
they are.
Oct. 10-12 is the weekend of the annual
Clemson Fall Tennis Classic. South
Carolina and Georgia are among the teams
participating with Clemson.

Scheduled matches
Today at 2 p.m. at the Hoke Sloan Tennis Center, the Lady Tigers meet North
Carolina State. They have never lost to the
Wolfpack and are looking to keep that
record intact.
Next week will be a busy one for the Lady
Tigers, for they play four home matches.
On Oct. 7, they host Furman. On the
eighth, the College of Charleston invades
Tigertown. The University of Alabama and
North Carolina round out the hectic
schedule on the 10th and 11th, respectively.
The first two matches begin at 2 p.m.; the
second two, at 9 a.m. and 11 a.m.

Clemson
Invitational
soccer
tournament
Friday
and
Sunday
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TIGER RAG
Any group or organization can enter.
Make up a cheer using the TIGER RAG!
Entries may be signed up at the Student Government Offices
by Oct. 7. Five preliminary winners will be chosen and these five
will present their cheer at the pep rally.
Entries will be judged on crowd response.

1st PRIZE
2nd PRIZE

$30
$15

Questions? Call David Barhett at 656-6538.
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The Games
Virginia Tech at Clemson { + 10)
Houston at Baylor
LSU at Florida
Florida State at Nebraska
Georgia Tech (+ 14) at North Carolina
Maryland ( + 14) at Pittsburgh '
Notre Dame at Michigan.St.
UCLA at Ohio State
Perm St. at Missouri
NC State ( + 14) at South Carolina
It was bombs away week as many of the
Tiger pickers fell from their lofty perches to
more level territory.
The leadership did not change, however, as
Chuck (catch me if you can) Kelley still leads

chuck kelley (30-10)
sports editor, laps
Clemson
Baylor
Florida
Nebraska
UNC
Maryland
Notre Dame
Ohio St.
Penn St.

use

susan ellington (27-13)
office manager
Clemson
Baylor
Florida
Florida St.
UNC
Maryland
Notre Dame
Ohio St.
Missouri

use

William pepper (25-15) richard brooks (25-15)
news editor
editor in chief
Clemson
Virginia Tech
Baylor
Baylor
Florida
Florida
Nebraska
Nebraska
UNC
Georgia Tech
Pitt
Pittsburgh
Notre Dame
Notre Dame
Ohio St.
Ohio St.
Missouri
Missouri

use

use

cobb oxford (22-18)
sports editor, tiger
Clemson
Baylor
Florida
Nebraska
UNC
Pitt
Notre Dame
Ohio St.
Penn St.

use

charies bokhoz (22-18)
business manager
Clemson
Baylor
Florida
Nebraska
UNC
Maryland
Notre Dame
UCLA ,
Penn St.

use

the picker parade by a lofty three game
margin.
(Disco) Dana Hanson, Priscilla (out of
change) Bunion and Helen (bye bye) Pitts all
had miserable weeks and fell back into the
pack.
The best week of-the group was a surprising
8-2 slate by Richard (H.L.) Brooks. Obviously
he lucked up.
Slowly but surely, Cobb (don't look behind
you) Oxford is rising toward the top spot. He
came through with a second cdnsecutivc 6-4
slate and gained games on most of the field.

the
tiger

October 3, 1980

GET YOUR PAWS 3%
ON SOMETHING GOOD!%#

picks

The guest picker this week is Mark (Roll up
my sleeves) McKnew. He is upset because
UCLA did not get any points in its game
against Ohio State. Tough if$<7ot!
Here is week Five . . .

UNC
Maryland
Notre Dame
Ohio St.
Missouri
NC State

helen pitts (24-16)
assistant news editor
Clemson
Baylor
LSU
Nebraska
UNC
Pitt
Notre Dame
UCLA
Missouri

use

UNC
Maryland
Notre Dame
Ohio St.
Penn St.
NC State

mark marzec (24-16)
circulation manager
Clemson
Baylor
Florida
Nebraska
UNC
Maryland
Notre Dame
Ohio St.
Missouri

use

Nebraska
UNC
Pitt

Notre Dame
UCLA
Missouri

use
keith mattison (24-16)
entertainment editor
Clemson
Houston
Florida
Nebraska
UNC
Maryland
Notre Dame
Ohio St.
Penn St.

Sweatclothing
by Russell Athletic
Available in orange, white, navy, and oxford

$

8.90 to $14.65

use

Hooded Pullover, Hooded Zippered Pullover,
Sweat Pants, Crew Neck Sweatshirt

dana

priscilla bunion (20-20)
hanson (21-19) holly hamor (15-25)
ad manager
copy editor
copy editor
Virginia Tech
Clemson
Clemson
Baylor
Houston
Baylor
LSU
LSU
Florida
Florida St.
Nebraska
Florida St.
UNC
Georgia Tech
UNC
Maryland
Pitt
Maryland
Notre Dame
Michigan St.
Notre Dame
Ohio St.
UCLA
UCLA
Penn St.
Penn St.
Penn St.

use

use

Available from these fine stores:

M$0

and

*£# the tiger sports shop

use

Downtown Clemson

NEXT THURS. & FRI.
OCT. 9 & 10
-KICKING OFF A—
ROCK 'N' ROLL
WEEKEND

SANDCASTLE
PERFORMING THE BEST
IN DANCE MUSIC
AND ROCK 'N' ROLL

FOR ONE NIGHT ONLY-

HIGH-ENERGY
ROCK

SUBWAY
AN EXPLOSIVE

„; CORPORATE COED
CORRAL
LADIES ONLY 7-9:30 / REQUESTED MUSIC
MIXED DRINKS 50<D, BEER 30c, DRAFT 15<p

WITH

LIGHT AND
SOUND SHOW

REMEMBER, LADIES — EVERY WEDNESDAY

GUYS CAN COME IN AFTER 9:30

SATURDAY NIGHT
OCT. 11

AN ELECTRIFYING EXPERIENCE
HAVE YOU TRIED AN

UPSIDE-DOWN
MARGARITA?
ONLY *1.00 AND
GUARANTEED TO TURN YOU

UPSIDE-DOWN

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
FROM 78
IT'S THE

EARLY BIRD
LUSH HOUR
MIXED DRINKS 75<p, BEER 50<p
DRAFT 25<p

